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SUMMARY
At doses exceeding those used in agriculture, Carbyne and 
its constituents of formulation, barban and solvents, exert 
several effects on the activity of soil micro-organisms*
Soil respiration was initially stimulated by addition of 
all the formulation components. In the case of solvent and Carbyne 
applications, the stimulated respiration was accompanied by a rise 
in the bacterial population in response to the additional carbon 
in the solvent. In contrast, there was no initial increase in 
microbial population in barban-treated soil. Carbyne, and to a 
less extent barban, inhibited respiration in soil during later stages 
of incubation (up to 220 days) although bacterial numbers present 
were considerably higher than in untreated soil. As barban and 
Carbyne treatment also depressed the rate of glucose utilization 
and increased phosphatase levels in soil, it is suggested that 
the active ingredient (barban) interferes with respiratory 
processes of soil micro-organisms.
Nitrification in soil was inhibited for at least 18 weeks 
following treatment with barban and Carbyne, during which time 
neither Nitrosomonas nor Nitrobacter could be detected. Periodic 
introduction of fresh soil failed to re-establish nitrification. 
Solvent caused only a temporary inhibition of nitrification 
during the first two weeks.
Using a multipoint inoculation technique, physiological 
tests revealed that treatments had a selective action on soil 
bacteria. This upset the balance of populations in soil, which 
failed to return to the control state for a considerable period.
Carbyne treatment reduced numbers and types of fungi in soil.
Some of the microbial effects of barban (nitrification 
inhibition and phosphatase stimulation) were shown to be partly 
attributable to ^-chloroaniline, a metabolite of barban detected 
in soil treated with barban and Carbyne. However, the metabolite 
did not cause the effects to persist nor did it inhibit glucose 
utilization. The presence of barban, either alone or in 
combination with solvent as Carbyne, appeared essential for the 
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Man has the ability to understand amd control his environment to 
some extent amd the development of this ability has contributed 
largely to his success on earth. This is clearly reflected in his 
search for increased food production which has necessitated 
manipulation of nature to his own advantage. One of the greatest 
contributors to increased food production in recent years has been 
the use of chemicals to control the large number of weed species 
known to compete with crops, the scale of which can be gauged by
9considering that 1 x 10 lb of synthetic organic pesticides are 
applied annually in the U.S.A. (Bartha & Pramer, 1970). Our need 
to use herbicides and other pest control chemicals will continue 
to increase for the foreseeable future, but recent evidence indicates 
the need for concern about the unintentional effects of pesticides 
on various life forms within the environment and on human health.
As at least part of all herbicide applications eventually reach the 
soil, there is a potential threat to non-target organisms including 
sensitive plants grown in rotation with treated crops (where 
accumulated residues may directly enter food chains), and microbial 
groups contributing to the fertility of the soil. The threat is 
particularly real in the case of persistent herbicides or where 
application rates exceed dissipation. Hence the role of the 
microbiologist appears to be two-fold: a) to investigate the
effect of herbicides on the micro-organisms and the various raicrobially- 
motivated systems operating within the soil; b) to investigate 
the effect of soil microbes on the herbicides.
2.
Effect of herbicides on soil micro-organisms
The effects of herbicides on soil micro-organisms have been 
extensively reviewed (Fletcher, I960; Bollen, 1961; Domsch, 1963; 
Martin, 196|^ Audus, 1964; Fletcher, 1966; Audus, 1970) but due to 
the inherent complexities existing within the herbicide/micro- 
organism relationship, effects are often difficult to interpret 
in terms of field practices. One problem is the choice of appropriate 
herbicide concentrations at which to examine these effects.
Application rates of herbicides must be distinguished from 
concentrations which may result in small areas in the soil. Fletcher 
(i960) stated that herbicides were effective to the extent to which 
they dissolved in soil water so the choice of concentration in 
laboratory experiments which approximated field conditions was 
very difficult. Kearney, Harris, Kaufman & Sheets (1965) 
considered possible concentrations of herbicide resulting from the 
application of 10 Ib/ac (equivalent to 5 ppm assuming even distribution 
in 2 X 10^ lb soil, i.e. 6 in plough depth). Assuming that complete 
solubilization and no adsorption of the herbicide occurred, the 
concentration in the soil would be 25 ppm in a soil with 20% water 
at field capacity. As many herbicides are strongly adsorbed in 
soil however, and do not penetrate below the top inch, there would be 
a concentration of 150 ppm in this shallow layer. Taking into account 
uneven spraying techniques and the fact that field soils are seldom 
maintained at field capacity, the authors suggested the concentration 
could be substantially higher. Although this would seem to justify 
the use of high concentrations of herbicide in laboratory practice, 
artifacts have been shown to occur at high concentrations which 
obscure interpretation of results (Grossbard, 1970).
3.
Many workers investigate only the effect of the active ingredient 
component of the herbicide and interpret the results in terms of 
effects in field practice. In view of the variety of solvents, 
wetters, emulsifiers, etc. used in formulating herbicides, a 
discrimination should be made between effects of pure herbicide 
and formulated herbicide on microbial activities and populations 
in soil.
The main techniques employed to assess the influence of 
herbicides on microbial processes in the soil involve comparisons 
of COg production, 0^ consumption,«.number of micro-organisms or 
rate of nitrification in treated or untreated soil, or in 
laboratory culture (Bollen, 1962; Fletcher, 1966; Grossbard, 1970). 
Other techniques used involve determining the effect of the herbicide 
on symbiotic nitrogen fixation (examining the effect both on 
rhizobia, and on the symbiotic relationship with the host), non- 
symbiotic nitrogen fixation (using the bacterium Azotobacter). 
organic matter breakdown (effect on cellulolytic, proteolytic, 
pectinolytic activities, etc.) and enzymic processes (catalase, 
peroxidase, phosphatase, etc.).
No single procedure is entirely adequate to characterize 
the influence of a herbicide. Herbicides may exert a selective 
inhibition on some species, while others, that are tolerant of 
the herbicide or can even use it as substrate, rapidly appear 
to replace the sensitive species, so apparently maintaining the 
metabolic integrity* of the soil (Gray, 1970). Thus Harris et el. 
(1968) questioned the use of COg-evolution, claiming that while 
total activity of soil micro-organisms may appear to be unaiffected 
by a herbicide treatment, the relative number of the various groups 
of micro-organisms present may be altered. Changes in respiratory
4.
activity as measured by COg-evolution or Og-uptake can reflect 
either an effect on microbial numbers or on the actual respiration 
of the organisms. Smith & Shennan (1966) observed that MCPB and 
MCPA inhibited respiration of micro-organisms, and traced the 
inhibition to the essential components of the respiratory electron 
transport chain (succinate oxidase and NADH^-oxidase being inhibited). 
The greater inhibitory power of MCPB compared with MCPA was at least 
in part due to the greater absorption of MCPB through the cell wall 
and mitochondrial membrane,
Fletcher (1966) considered the addition of herbicides to the 
soil and the subsequent isolation of micro-organisms from it as 
possibly the most satisfactory method of studying the effects 
produced by herbicide treatment, but it has the limitations inherent 
in all isolation techniques including choice of suitable recovery 
media, Counts of microbial propagules in soil give an approximate 
estimate of quantitative changes occurring but very little 
information on qualitative changes can be obtained without 
exhaustive characterization of the individual isolates. It is 
possible that counting methods reveal most information when used 
to interpret results of metabolic studies, and it is only by 
judicious use of several tests that a picture of the possible 
microfloral alterations can be established.
Persistence of herbicides in soil
Several processes may influence the persistence of a herbicide 
on reaching the soil auid these have been summarised by Aldrich 
(1953) and Sheets (1962). The factors controlling persistence are:
l) leaching; 2) adsorption and fixation by the soil colloids;
3) volatization; 4) adsorption by plants; 5) decomposition - chemical, 
photochemical and microbial. Of these, microbial decomposition may
5.
be the most important contributor to breakdown of herbicides.
Microbial decomposition of herbicides Organic pesticides can 
influence soil microbiological activity by serving as a carbon 
and energy source for growth and multiplication of specific 
organisms. It has long been established that micro-organisms are 
responsible for the metabolism of many compounds added to soil, 
even substances generally considered to be highly resistant to 
decay or to be highly toxic were found to be utilized (Greathouse,
1951; Zobell, 1946). Environmental factors influencing microbial 
activity such as soil temperature, moisture, pH, aeration and 
amount of substrates available influence the persistence of bio­
degradable herbicides, but susceptibility of a compound to microbial 
attack also depends on its chemical structure. Thus, in the 
aliphatic hydrocarbon series, short chain compounds such as methane 
and ethane were decomposed by relatively few species and the longer 
chain compounds by numerous forms (Martin, 1964). Generally, 
unsaturation increased susceptibility to decomposition. Cyclic 
compounds were shown to be less readily utilized than aliphatics, 
with ring substitution conferring even greater stability on the 
molecule. Type, number and position of substituents were shown to 
-ftffect the rate of decomposition of aromatic compounds, thus meta 
substitution slowed the rate of degradation of chlorophenoxy- 
alkanoic acids (Burger, MacRae & Alexander, 1962). While mono- 
and disubstituted chloro, sulphonate and nitro groups retarded 
the rate of biodégradation of benzenes, carboxyl and phenolic 
hydroxyl groups favoured their decomposition (Alexander & Lustigman, 1966) 
The latter authors shoved the meta-substituted isomer was commonly 
the most resistant to attack by soil micro-organisms. Biological
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attack on the triazine ring was retarded by the addition of amino 
groups to the molecule (Hauck, 1964). Phenyl-urea destruction in 
soil was slowed down by insertion of chlorine on the aromatic moiety 
(sheets, 1958) and the position of the sulphonate group altered 
significantly the disappearaince rate of alkyl benzene sulphonates 
(Swisher, 1963). Alexander & Aleem (1961) showed that increasing 
the aliphatic chain lengths also conferred greater resistance to 
the metabolism of the aromatic nucleus, thus in the series of raono- 
and dichlorinated phenoxy aromatic nuclei, the propionic acids were 
metabolised less readily than the acetic and butyric acids.
The involvement of micro-organisms in the degradation of 
herbicides has been reported extensively. Audus (l95l), Jensen 
& Petersen(l952), Rogoff & Reid (1956) and Bell (i960) isolated 
bacteria from soil capable of degrading 2,4-D. Micro-organisms 
have been isolated capable of degrading monuron (Hill et al.. 1955), 
paraquat (Baldwin, Bray & Geoghegan, 1966), IPG (Clark & Wright, 
1970a) and CIPC (Kaufman & Keaimey, 1965; Clark & Wright, 1970b). 
Kearney & Kaufman (1965) made considerable advancement in this field 
of research when they obtained a crude enzyme preparation from a 
soil pseudomonad which hydrolysed CIPC to yield 3-chloroaniline.
The purified enzyme preparation (Kearney, 1965) exhibited a broad 
substrate specificity to the phenyl carbamate herbicides.
Alexander (1967) suggested that cometabolism may be an 
important phenomenon in the breakdown of herbicides. This process 
enables micro-organisms to metabolize substrates that they are unable 
to use either as a source of energy or for proliferation. Horvath 
(1971) showed that the herbicide 2,3,6-trichlorobenzoate was
7.
degraded by a cometabolic process, the organism responsible acquiring 
neither a source of energy, carbon, nitrogen or phosphorus from the 
compounds.
Microbial transformation of a pesticide does not always entail 
the conversion of an initial toxic material through a series of 
innocuous intermediates to the final products of breakdown.
Alexander (1963) indicated 3 exceptions:
1) The applied chemical is itself not toxic, but is 
converted to inhibitory products, e.g. 2,4-DES was 
converted in soil microbiologically to 2,4-dichloro 
phenoxy ethanol which in turn was oxidised to
2.4-D (Audus, 1952; Vlitos & King, 1953).
2) The toxic pesticide is transformed to an intermediate 
also capable of inhibiting specific organisms, e.g. 
the conversion of 4-(2,4-DB) to 2,4-D and also the 
breakdown of 2,4-D which may yield phytotoxic 
intermediates (Audus & Symonds, 1955).
3) The starting chemical is transformed into stimulatory 
products. Jensen & Peterson (1952) presented evidence 
of a substance formed during the decomposition of
2.4-D that enhanced the development of certain plants.
Though it is easy to assume a concept suggesting that a natural,
highly-heterogenous community of micro-organisms exists in the soil 
which will break down any organic substance presented to it, the 
failure to demonstrate biological decomposition of many pesticides 
strongly indicates that micro-organisms are quite fallible and 
"the biological incinerator simply may not be capable of handling 
all things thrust into it" (Alexander, 1963).
8.
BARBAN (carbyne)
The compound 4-chloro-2-butynyl N-(3-chlorophenyl) carbamate, 
barban, is the active ingredient (a.i.) in the formulated herbicide 
Carbyne and has the chemical structure.
H H
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Barban is one of the phenylcarbamate group of herbicides 
which are defined chemically as Aryl-NH-CO-0-Alkyl compounds. The 
two other most commonly used members of the series are isopropyl- 
















Barban vas first discovered in 1955 by Hopkins and Pullen of 
the Spencer Chemical Company, Kansas City, Missouri, and is marketed 
in the U.K. by Fisons Pest Control Ltd. as the emulsifiable 
concentrate Carbyne, containing 5 oz/2 pints of barban in an organic 
solvent plus various emulsifiers and vaxoline red as indicator.
The solubility of barban in water is low (ll ppm) but it dissolves 
in xylene, toluene and ethylene dichloride at 206, 295 and 546 ppm 
respectively. The mammalian toxicity of the compound is low, 
having an acute oral LD^^ for rats of 600 (mg/kg).
Carbyne is used as a selective herbicide for the control of 
wild oats (Avena fatua and Avena ludoviciana) and blackgrass 
(Alopecurus myosuroides) in whea% most varieties of barley, beans, 
sugar beet, vining peas, rye and oil seed rape (Hopkins, Hoffman 
& Pullen, 1959). Good suppression of wild oats by Carbyne applied 
at J to 1 lb active ingredient/ac has also been reported for crops 
of cucumbers, carrots, commercial yellow mustard and sunflower 
(Sexsmith, I960), and alfalfa, brome, creeping red fescue and 
clover (Laurin, 1961).
The manufacturers recommend that a low spray volume is used 
(2 pints/ac herbicide in a spray volume of 10 to 20 gallons) and 
indicate that at higher volume rates the herbicidal activity tends 
to be reduced. Competition from a vigorous crop improves the effect 
upon the weeds, hence higher doses than the normal 5 oz a.i./ac for 
cereal crops may be needed for control in less competitive 
dicotyledonous crops.
The time of spraying is most important, the 1^ to 2j leaf 
stage of wild oats being optimum (Hoffman, Hopkins & Pullen, 1958). 
At an earlier stage than this, the wild oats are less susceptible
10.
and there is a greater chance for more plants to emerge. Beyond 
the ij to 2j- leaf stage the plants produce viable tillers that 
develop and take over, so little permanent harm results.
Various herbicides have been reported to be successful when 
used together with barban, e.g. phenmedipham (Edwards, 1968; Holmes, 
1969), MCPA (Gull et al., 1959; Evans, I960; Hoffman, Gull, Zeisig & 
Epperley, I960; Friesen, 1961), 2,4-D (Dubrovin, I960), di-allate and 
dinoseb amine (G.B.Pea Growing Research Organization, 1963) and MCPB 
(Evans, I960; Pfeiffer, Baker & Holmes , I960). However, only MCPB 
has consistently been reported as being safe and has been approved 
for application together with or within 3 days of barban treatment.
Formulation Through formulation, Carbyne can be made totally 
ineffective or highly active (Dubrovin, I960). Holly (i960) varied 
the characteristic of spray application by the addition of further 
surface-active agents above that already present as emulsifier.
Although some gave small increases in retention and toxicity to 
wheat, barley and A.fatua. there was little useful change in 
selectivity. Pfeiffer & Holmes (1969) compared the activity of standard 
Carbyne with an activated formulation (CR 6809) in which part of 
the surfactant was in the form of the condensation product of la#ryl 
alcohol with 4 moles of ethylene oxide. Other condensation products 
of ethylene oxide with an alcohol were also tested. Glasshouse 
experiments showed CR 6809 at 30% less than the standard dose was 
as herbicidally active as the full rate of the standard formulation 
due to increased uptake of barban, however, retention time of barban 
was not affected. In field experiments, CR 6809 at 5 oz/ai/ac gave 
significantly better control of wild oats in barley than the same 
rate of standard barban. The risk of injury to barley was negligible
11.
except to known susceptible varieties, but there was a serious risk 
of crop damage in wheat.
Mode of action in plants
a) Effects on morphology and anatomy Carbyne causes
inhibition of growth, cessation of tillering, development of a
pronounced ‘blue-green* colouring of leaves, and thick brittle
leaves when applied to wild oats (Hopkins, Hoffman & Pullen, 1959).
At sublethal dosages, tillers may develop and survive whereupon
the plant may grow normally again, but any leaves stunted by the
treatment do not recover. Microscopic examination of the growing
apices of treated plants revealed that effective treatments
resulted in swelling of the growing point, distortion of the
meristems, and failure of axillaiy buds to develop. Dubrovin (1959)
observed similar conditions and reported that the swollen condition
of the shoot apex of treated wild oats apparently resulted from
the formation of giant cells which contained many groups of
chromosomes. The nuclei seemed to lack nucleoli and the nuclear
membranes had apparently broken down. Cells were observed that had
as many as six groups of chromosomes which the author claimed
resulted from imperfect separation of chromosomes during cell
division. In wheat a similar but less severe condition was observed;
relatively few giatt cells with clumped chromosomes were observed,
and the plants recovered. Barban caused rapid inhibition of
cytokinesis and cell elongation in wheat seedling roots (Burstrom,
—7 —71968) at concentrations of 10 and 5 x 10 M. The author claimed 
that the primary effect of barban was a blocking of metaphases 
under anaesthesis, which led to a reduced activation of indole 
acetic acid, kinetin and other metabolites, all needed for cell
12,
division and initiation of elongation, Mann (1967) observed that 
treatment of barley with barban (also IPC and CIPC) caused rapid 
contraction of mitotic chromosomes, A similar effect could be 
produced by phytokinins including 6-benzyl adenine and 1,3-diphenylurea, 
but whereas the phenylcarbamates inhibited cell division the phyto­
kinins stimulated it. Mann proposed that both treatments caused 
contraction (condensation) of chromosomes even in interphase nuclei, 
and this contraction delayed the onset of transcription of hitherto 
inactive genes. Further, the phenylcarbamates may specifically 
block the * turning on* of some genes vital for normal mitosis.
Sugar beet treated with barban and CIPC during wEurm, dry 
weather developed constrictions in the roots, confined to a narrow 
ring in the case of young plants but developed over a broad band 
in older plants. Klein (1966) postulated that these herbicides 
(which vapourize under high soil temperatures) in their gaseous 
phase dissolved in lipo-proteins, penetrated the cutinized cells 
of the beet cuid inhibited development of the cambium.
b) Effects on metabolism Barban exerts several kinds of 
metabolic change in plants. Mann, Lowell, Jordan & Day (1965) 
observed that barban and related phenylcarbamates (IPC and CIPC) 
inhibited amino-acid incorporation into protein in barley coleoptile 
tissues. The authors proposed that the inhibition of protein 
synthesis by these herbicides accounted for many of their effects, 
e.g. mitotic abnormalities and cellular hypertrophy could be caused 
by failure to synthesise spindle protein. Carbyne exerts several 
effects on nucleotide metabolism in wild oat seedlings (Ladonin,
1967). The main effect was in the acceleration of nucleotide 
triphosphates to di- and especially mono-phosphates, in particular
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to ADP, AMP, CDP and CMP, and it was thought that Carbyne stimulated 
ATP-ase activity as do Mg and Ca ions and dinitrophenol. Carbyne 
has a differential effect on the enzymes catalysing reactions at 
various stages of the TCA cycle as revealed in studies on 
mitochondria from etiolated wild oat seedlings (Ladonin, 1966). 
However, Carbyne did not accelerate ATP expenditure in wheat shoots 
(Ladonin, 197©). Ladonin & Svittser (l967) observed increased RNA, 
protein and nucleotide content of wild oat seedlings, the highest 
increase occurring in swellings appearing halfway up the shoots of 
the Carbyne-treated seedlings. These latter authors suggested 
that disruption of synthesis of messenger RNA caused abnormal cell 
division and a misdirected and intensified consumption of energy- 
rich substances, resulting in the death of the plant. In wild 
oats, photosynthesis progressively declined 5 days after treatment 
with Carbyne until the death of the plant, and was accompanied by 
a high wastage of energy (Chesalin & Timofeeva, 1965). Carbyne 
treatment also increased catalase and peroxidase activity in wild 
oats.
c) Plant resistance Resistance of certain plants to 
phenylcarbamate herbicides (cuid in particular to Barban) cannot 
be adequately explained at present. However, Ladonin (1970) 
suggested that the ability of wheat to retain ATP after 
treatment with Carbyne may play an essential role in achieving 
energetic detoxification of the toxicant during the temporary 
depression of growth that usually occurs. Carbyne-treated wild 
oats would not have this available energy due to the increased 
consumption of ATP and the wastage of energy.
d) Site of entry into plants Hopkins, HoEPman & Pullen 
(1959) studied location of treatment and found the open whorl of the
14.
wild oat plant to be the pptimum location, and the axil of the
first lecif the next best site; the coleoptile and tip of the first
leaf were distinctly inferior. Crafts (l96l) deduced that because
low volume application was most effective and location of a
droplet treatment was critical, the chemical must enter the
plant and move, but not systemically, and that suppression of the
tiller buds in the axils of the first three leaves seemed to be
the action that was essential. Foy (1963), using Carbyne labelled
14in the ring. Cl and carbonyl positions, observed that C was
absorbed and translocated in small amounts following treatment <£
the upper surface of the first leaf of wild oats, barley and oats.
The greatest movement was in the transpiration stream towards the
tip of the leaf. Treatment in the axil of the first leaf resulted
14in far greater aind more rapid uptake of C by the shoots. Movement
beyond the old seed and into the roots was slight. The translocated
substances were not identified but were merely recorded as
contciining ^^C. There was no apparent differences in absorption
14and translocation of C among plant species and the gross pattern 
of translocation for the 3 labelled compounds was similar.
e) Persistence in plants Riden 8c Hopkins (l96l) carried 
out decline and residue studies on barban applied to crops of 
wheat, barley, flax, peas and sugar beets. In all cases, it was 
found that barban declined rapidly leaving final residues of 
below 0.01 ppm.
Effect of carbamate herbicides on soil micro-organisms
IPC and CIPC have been the most thoroughly investigated 
of the carbamate herbicides for their effects on soil micro­
organisms, but several contradictory results have been reported.
15.
Newman (1947) found that IPC applied to soil at concentrations 
of 125 and 500 ppm had no effect on COg-evolution, as did 
Gamble, Mayhew & Chappell (1952) who recorded respiration rates 
of soil micro-organisms from field plots 1 and 3 months after 
treatment with 20 Ib/ac IPC. Iratchovil (1951), however, found 
that COg-evolution from soil treated with IPC at 8, 16 and 32 Ib/ac 
was significantly decreased at all three levels after incubation for 52,
56 and 60 hr. Fletcher (i960), when reviewing the literature,
concluded that IPC had an initial depressing effect on soil
microbial activity which was short-lived, the soil population
soon recovering. Contrary to this, Bartha, Lanzilotta & Pramer (1967) found
that IPC caused an initial increase and subsequent decrease in the
amount of COg produced from soil.
CIPC appeared to have a stimulatory effect on the soil 
microflora as measured by CO^-evolution, but the action was 
selective (Teater, Mortensen & Pratt, 1958; Stotzky, Martin &
Mortensen, 1956). Bartha, Lanzilotta & Pramer (1967) also observed 
an iritial stimulation of COg-production by CIPC, but reported a 
subsequent decrease.
Quastel & Scholefield (1953) and Bartha, Lanzilotta & Pramer 
(1967) showed an inhibitory effect of IPC on nitrification in soil.
The latter workers observed that the inhibition by IPC remained 
fcdrly constant throughout the test period of 18 days but the 
toxicity of CIPC increased with time. Otten, Dawson & Schreiber 
(1957) also observed a reduction in nitrate nitrogen in soil 
treated with CIPC equivalent to 4 and 8 Ib/ac but Hale, Hulcher 
Chappell (1957) concluded that there would be litde or no detrimental 
effect on soil nitrification by CIPC at the rates used in agricultural 
practice.
16.
Carbyne (barban) To date there has been little work reported 
on the effect of this herbicide on soil micro-organisms. Bartha, 
Lanzilotta & Pramer (1967) investigated the effect of pure barban 
on COg-production and nitrate formation in soil. Using soil with 
ammonium phosphate added and treated with 150 ppm and 1500 ppm barban, 
they measured volumetrically the CO^ evolved at intervals of 48 hr 
or less for 30 days and compared this with untreated soil. Barban- 
treated soil produced an initial increase in COg-evolution over 
the first 5 or 6 days followed by a subsequent decrease, suggesting 
that partial oxidation of barban had taken place. The addition of 
glucose (25 mg/50 g soil) favoured barban decomposition. The effect 
of barban on nitrification was only investigated at 150 ppm and it 
was noted that nitrification was inhibited by more than 50% although 
this tended to decrease with time. This suggested that either 
barban underwent transformation and detoxification, or there 
developed a resistant nitrifying population.
Quilt (1968) observed a variety of effects on soil micro­
organisms in Carbyne-treated soil. 156 ppm herbicide produced an 
initial decrease in counts of viable propagules followed within 24 hr 
by a marked stimulation. This phenomenon was accompanied by a 
considerable reduction in the variety of colony types isolated.
Oxygen uptake was stimulated by Carbyne during the 2 day period 
examined, the effect being attributed mainly to the utilization 
of the solvent component cf the formulated Carbyne. Depression 
of the rate of glucose utilization by soil micro-organisms was 
found to occur following treatment with Carbyne at concentrations 
above 15.6 ppm. Nitrification was inhibited over the 7 day period 
examined by application of 15.6 ppm Carbyne, the effect again
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being attributed to the solvent component of the herbicide.
Persistence of Carbyne (barban) in soil and factors
influencing persistence
Dubrovin (1962) shoved that Carbyne disappeared very rapidly 
in soil when applied at 1 and 10 Ib/ac, only 25% of the barban 
could be recovered after 1 week, and after 2 weeks only 10% remained. 
For the first few days the chemical disappeared more rapidly in 
soils having higher clay and organic matter contents, but 
after about 2 weeks there was no difference between clay loam 
and sandy loam soils. The author stated that micro-organisms 
were involved in the degradation, observing a more rapid 
disappearance of barban in non-autoclaved soil than autoclaved 
soil. Germination and growth of cultivated oat seedlings planted 
immediately in soil containing 100 lb Carbyne/ac showed no difference 
to those planted in untreated soil, demonstrating that even at this 
extremely high concentration Carbyne mixed with soil loses its 
herbicidal effectiveness.
Workers at Gulf Research and Development Company (pers.comm.) 
showed that barban incorporated at 4, 40 and 200 Ib/ac into a silt 
loam and a soil of high organic matter content had a half life in 
both soils of about 6 weeks for the 40 and 200 Ib/ac dose but only 
3 weeks for the 4 Ib/ac dose. At this latter rate of application, 
all of the baurban was bound to the soil within 6 weeks and none 
was extractable, moreover, wheat planted in this soil after 6 weeks 
showed no uptake of barban into the plants.
Adsorption Dubrovin (1962) observed that when Carbyne was mixed 
with soil and 5 in water leached through it on a column, haJLf of
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the barban added remained where it was applied (in the top 1 in) 
and 25% was found 1 in below the treated soil. The author 
proposed that the barban had become bound on the clay particles 
and moved in soil in this bound form.
Volatization No loss of barban occurred through volatization 
at room temperature and at 28^ even when air at the rate of 80 ml/min 
was passed over the surface of Carbyne exposed in thin films on 
glass slides. No barban or 3-chloroaniline was detected in wheat 
plants sprayed with Carbyne at 1 Ib/ac at the 3 leaf stage evaiunder 
aerated conditions (Gulf Research and Development Company - pers. 
comm.). Physical measurements indicated barban had a vapour 
pressure of less thcui 0.2 mm (35°). Foy (1963) showed that barban 
labelled in the ring, Cl and carbonyl positions showed no significant 
loss of ^^C after 12 hr at 23-25°.
Metabolism of barban Phenylcarbamates are metabolized by micro­
organisms via the corresponding aniline compounds. Thus CIPC 
is degraded to 3-chloroaniline (Kearney & Kaufman, 1965; Clark & 
Wright, 1970b), IPC to aniline (Clark & Wright, 1970b) and barban 
to 3-chloroaniline (Wright & Forey, 1972). Riden & Hopkins (1962) 
proposed four sites where initial attack of barban could occur: 
the aromatic ring; the carbamate linkage; the triple bond; and 
the chloromethyl group. However, no evidence has been presented 
as yet to support the occurrence of these degradation mechanisms 
in soil.
In plants, barban was converted into water soluble, 3-chloro- 
aniline- containing substances (referred to as X). 10-60% of the
aniline moiety was converted to X and this was established as a 
general effect occurring in 13 plant species. The toxic effects 
of barban on plants, growth retardation, greenish blue colouration.
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plant brittleness and abnormalities of shoot apex, all appeared 
at the time of maximum X formation, i.e. 2-3 days after treatment.
X then declined to zero in 4-6 weeks so none was detectable 
when the plants reached maturity. No movement of barban or X in 
plants was demonstrated, so the herbicidal action of barban 
was shown not to be dependent upon barban translocation via 
solubilization through X formation. The author proposed that X 
could be a combination product of barban or a barban-metabolite 
with a naturally occurring plant component. No free chloroaniline 
was found in barban-treated plants, all occurred as bound products.
Persistence of chlorinated herbicides in soil
Walker (1954) demonstrated that the position and number of 
chlorine substitutions affected the persistence of phenolic 
compounds, 2-chloroFhenol being much less persistent in soil 
than 4-chlorophenol or 2,4-dichlorophenol. Later it was shown 
that meta-chlorine substitution conferred the greatest resistance 
upon phenolic and phenoxy compounds (Alexander & Aleem, 1961). 
Alexander (l970) demonstrated that in a series of mono-and 
dichlorophenols as well as several tri- and tetrachlorophenols, only 
those with at least one halogen in position 3 or 5 (i.e. the meta 
position) persisted for longer than 10 weeks in soil. For 
chloroanilines, it was found that 2-, 3- and 4-chloroaniline at 
a concentration of 25 ppm in soil all remained intact for more 
than 64 days (Alexander & Lustigman, 1966). Thus, application of 
barban to soil may result in 3-chloroaniline persisting for 
considerable periods. It is interesting to note that in a series
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of carbamates, methyl and ethyl 3-chlorophenyl carbamates were 
decomposed most rapidly followed by the isopropyl and then sec-butyl 
(i.e. barban) derivatives. This is a reflection of increasing 
aliphatic chain lengths conferring greater resistance to metabolism 
on the aromatic nucleus.
Azobenzenes
The demonstration (Sartha & Framer, 1967) that two molecules 
of 3,4-dichloroaniline produced during the microbial decomposition 
of propanil (3*4*-dichloropropionanilide) condensed to form the 
azo compound 3,3*,4,4*-tetrachloroazobenzene (TCAB) has aroused 
considerable interest, since einilines are produced during decomposition 
of various herbicides including phenyl-carbamates, phenylureas and 
acylanilides. Formation of azo compounds, some of which are known 
to be carcinogenic and mutagenic, may therefore be a common rather 
than a rare phenomenon.
l) In plants TCAB-^^C supplied to the roots of rice in 
nutrient solution was absorbed and translocated to the shoots, 
although the amount absorbed was fairly low (still, 1969).
However, so far, TCAB has not been reported to be formed in plant 
tissues treated with propsinil or 3,4-di chloroani line. This is 
comforting in view of the fact that 3,4-dichloroaniline has been 
identified in rice grains obtained from experimental plots treated 
with propanil, and in rice grains purchased on the consumers market 
(still & Mansager, 1969). Free dichloroanilines converted from 
propanil in rice plants formed a dichloroaniline metabolic complex 
with sugars identified as N-(3,4-dichlorophenyl) glucosylamine 
(still, 1968) and with lignin (Yih, McRae & Wilson, 1968).
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2) In soil It was suggested that in soil, microbiological 
action (Bartha & Praraer, 196?) and more especially peroxidase 
activity (Daniels & Saunders, 1953» Bartha, Lihke & Framer, 1968;
Bartha & Bordeleau, 1969) were involved in the condensation of 
chloroanilines to azo compounds (di-, tri- and tetra-azobenzenes, etc.). 
Soil types strongly influence azo-compound formation (Chisaka &
Kearney, 1970), hence conversion of 85 ppm propanil to TCAB was 
observed to vary from 1% to 18.6% in five soils tested, but once 
formed it persisted without decomposition for the duration of the 
experiment (l05 days).
Recovery by solvent extraction of chloroanilines applied 
directly to soil was observed to be a function of soil type and 
initial concentration applied (Chisaka & Kearney, 1970). These 
authors obtained recoveries from 80% in the lowest organic soil 
(1.5%) to 60% in highest (12.8%) at an initial concentration of 
200 ppm 3,4-dichloroaniline, but at 20 ppm recoveries from all 
soils were less than 50%. Bartha (l97l) using 5 and 500 ppm 
4-chloroaniline had recoveries of 10.8% and 40.3% respectively as 
soluble metabolites (i.e. using solvent extraction) and could only 
recover the remainder through drastic solubilization of organic 
matter. Bartha referred to the latter chloroanilines as the 
soil-bound fraction and suggested that this immobilized form 
of chloroaniline was chemically bound to humic substances. The 
unidentified nature of humic compounds renders the chemical 
characterization of this complex extremely difficult. The 
biological activity of the bound chloroaniline is also unknown. 
Degradation of humic-chloroaniline complexes can be expected to 
depend on the turn-over rate of the humus which, in most soils.
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is a slow process. Bartha (l97l) estimated that 4-10 years would 
be required for complete elimination of dichloroaniline from 
soils treated with propanil, and considering the degradation of 
the parent herbicide takes place within 2-3 weeks, such 
recalcitrance of the complexed chloroaniline moieties was not 
expected.
Biological activity of chloroanilines and their complexes
Because of the diversity of products which can arise in 
soil from treatment with the parent molecule of aniline-based 
herbicides, one problem still leu'gely unsolved is to accurately 
attribute any effects observed on biological activity to the 
appropriate moiety of the herbicide. The effect can be caused 
by the parent molecule, chloroaniline (in the form of the soluble 
•free* metabolite), complexed chloroaniline-humic moiety or the 
azo compound. The proportion of each fraction in any soil depends 
on the concentration of free chloroaniline moieties, since 
formation of solvent-extractable condensation residues (azo 
compounds) requires the coupling of two or more free chloroaniline 
moieties. The free chloroaniline in turn depends on the 
concentration of parent molecule and soil type. Bartha (1971) 
showed that at high concentrations of chloroaniline, polymerization 
reactions predominated, but at low concentrations, binding sites 
on the soil organic matter competed successfully for the chloro­
aniline. Inconsequence, the proportion of solvent-extractable 
metabolites decreased with decreasing concentrations of chloro­
aniline.
At concentrations as low as 2.5 and 5 pg/g soil, 3,4- 
dichloroaniline caused a 2 to 4 day lag in nitrification beyond
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that of the control in soil perfused with ammonium sulphate 
(Corke & Thompson, 1970), At higher concentrations (50 and 100 pg/g 
soil) nitrification was inhibited for 23 and 37 days respectively.
No accumulation of NO^ -N was observed, TCAB at a concentration 
of 100 pg/g soil inhibited nitrification for about 3 days beyond 
that of control soil. 3,4-dichloroaniline did not alter the 
process of oxidation of NOg -N by Nitrobacter in either normal 
or enriched soil, so the activity of this compound appeared to be 
directed only toward the first step of oxidation carried out by 
Nitrosomonas. Carbon dioxide evolution by soil was also shown to 
be inhibited by 3,4-dichloroaniline (Bartha, Lanzilotta & Pramer, 
1967).
Clark Sc Wright (1970b) reported that aniline and 3-chloro- 
aniline did not inhibit the growth of the alga Chlorella pyrenoidosa 
whereas IPC and CIPC were highly toxic at equivalent concentrations. 
Similarly, concentrations of these metabolites up to 125 ppm aniline 
and 55 ppm 3-chloroaniline showed no herbicidal activity when 
examined by a barley root length assay while 50% inhibition was 
obtained with 0.2 ppm IPC and 0.075 ppm CIPC. Thus the loss of 
herbicidal activity concomitant with formation of anilines points 
to this being an important detoxification mechanism.
Carbyne is applied post-emergently and not directly to soil 
and this may account for the paucity of research involving the 
Carbyne/soil micro-organism inter-relationship. However, a 
considerable portion of the herbicide will eventually reach the
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soil both during normal spraying and as *run off* from the plants. 
In the present study, Carbyne and its constituent barban and 
solvent components were investigated for their potential effect 
on the soil microflora, as measured by certain well-defined 
parameters. A more detailed examination of effects produced was 
carried out on a short-term basis, in an attempt to elucidate 
the cause of the effects and to correlate them with the appropriate 
fraction of Carbyne. It would seem feasible that during de­
composition of a herbicide, products would be formed which might, 
in part, account for effects nn microbial activities in soil 
attributed to the parent compound. In this study, therefore, 
it seemed pertinent to examine herbicide-treated soil for the 
presence of identifiable metabolites and to investigate their 





The active ingredient barban was obtained as a re-crystallized 
solid (purity 99.2 ̂  0.2%) from both Fisons Ltd. (Cambridge Division, 
Cambridge) and Gulf Research and Development Company (Kansas City 
Laboratory, Merrian, Kansas).
The commercial formulation of the herbicide, known as Carbyne, 
was supplied by Fisons. Carbyne is an ©nulsifiable concentrate 
containing 125 g barban per litre of organic solvent, plus 
epichlnrohydrin (stabilizer), the dye waxoline red OS and 2 
further ingredients (surfactants). One is a calcium dodecyl benzene 
sulphonate, the other a nonyl phenol ethylene oxide condensate 
containing 30 molecules of ethylene oxide.
The organic solvent and its individual constituents were 
also supplied by Fisons. The organic solvent is a petroleum 
distillate containing mainly naphthalene, methyl and dimethyl 
naphthalenes and other associated compounds with a distillation 
rcuage of approximately 210 - 280° (Table l). The complete solvent 
(organic solvent plus additives listed above) was prepared according 
to the confidential description supplied by Fisons (not for 
publication), and will be referred to in the text simply as solvent.
In this study, soil samples were treated with both barban 
and solvent, either separately or in combination as the commercial 
formulation Carbyne. In this way, it was hoped that any effects 
produced by treatment could be attributed to the appropriate 
fraction of the herbicide formulation. In all experiments, the 
chemicals were applied to moist soil but concentrations were
Table I
Carbyne solvent analysis (Average of 4 
batches) (information provided by 
Fisons Pest Control Ltd.)




B methyl naphthalene 24.54
a methyl naphthalene 13.00
Diphenyl 6.58
2.6 & 2.7 dimethyl naphthalene 2.24
1.3; 1.6 & 1.7 dimethyl 
naphthalene 2.87
1.4 & 2.3 dimethyl naphthalene 4.34
1.2 dimethyl naphthalene 2.15




expressed on a dry soil basis. Treatment of soil was based on the 
amount of active ingredient (barban) present but equivalent 
concentrations of Carbyne and solvent were applied to further 
soil samples for comparison. Thus, soil was treated with:-
(a) barban, to give the desired final concentration 
(ppm in dry soil);
(b) sufficient Carbyne to give a n  identical con­
centration of barban in the soil as in (a).
This meant that a certain amount of solvent was 
also present;
(c) solvent, to give a concentration equivalent to 
that present in (b).
For example, if treatment was at a concentration of 200 ppm 
active ingredient in soil;
(a) barban was applied to give a concentration of 
200 ppm in soil;
(b) sufficient Carbyne was applied to give a con­
centration of 200 ppm barban, but in addition, this 
resulted in a concentration of solvent in the soil 
of 1408 ppm;
(c) solvent was applied to soil to give a final 
concentration of 1408 ppm.
Soil
Soil collected from the top layer of uncultivated plots at 
Weed Research Organization was shredded and screened through a 4 mm 
sieve. After thorough mixing, approximately 25 kg aliquots were 
placed in thick polythene bags and stored for periods up to 6 months 
at 2-4°.
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Two soils were used:- a sandy loam of fairly high organic 
content (organic soil); and a sandy to coarse sandy loam (mineral 
soil). The physical and chemical properties of the soils are 
given in Table 2. Unless otherwise stated, all reference to 
soil in the text refers to organic soil.
Adjustment of the moisture content of soil
a) Determination of the moisture content of soil Soil 
samples (approximately 15 g) were dried by heating for 12 hr in 
aluminium dishes at 105°. The soil was reweighed, and the difference 
between wet and dry soil corresponded to the soil moisture content
on an oven dry basis (o.d.b.). This was expressed as a percentage 
of the moist soil.
b) Use of tension table Soil moisture content was adjusted 
approximately to its field capacity. This value was determined by 
subjecting samples of the soil to a suction of 75 cm (0.7 At) 
water on tension tables (Clement, 1966). 100 g soil samples were
placed in filter paper "boats' measuring 5 in x 3 in x ij in deep. 
These were placed on moist filter paper in the prepared tension 
table cuad water was gently introduced into the spaces between the 
boats. The soils were allowed to take up water until equilibrium 
had been reached (indicated by the soil glistening). At this 
stage, the water in the tension table was run off at 75 cm head 
and the table was held at this suction overnight. The boats were 
reweighed and the difference corresponded to the water taken up
by 100 g soil to reach field capacity. Additional compensating 
moisture could then be added to the bulk soil during spraying 










Organic 16 16 29 39
Mineral 12 16 34 38
Chemical analysis








Organic 5.0 3.0 7.1 0.152
Mineral 7.2 11.7 2.4 0.058
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Application of herbicides to soil
a) Treatment with Carbyne and solvent Moist soil 
equivalent to 2 or 3 kg oven dry soil was placed in a cylindrical 
metal drum (12 in x 11 in) containing a polythene liner. The drum 
was rotated at a slight incline to the horizontal on ball-mill 
rollers (Pascall Engineering Co.Ltd., Catwick Rd., Crawley, Sussex) 
and the Carbyne or solvent plus additional water to be added to 
give field capacity were sprayed on to the soil surface using an 
electric sprayer (Model VS-646, Burgess Products Co.Ltd., Sapcote, 
Leicester).
b) Treatment with barban Since barban has very low 
solubility in water it could not be applied in aqueous form and 
was used as a powder. The pure compound was ground in a pestle 
and mortar with 10 g oven-dried, finely sieved soil. This mixture 
was then transferred to a dry 50 ml Erlenmeyer flask from which
it could be gently tapped on to the soil revolving in the drum.
The flask was 'flushed out' with a further 10 g finely ground 
and sieved dry soil. Finally, the moisture content of the soil 
was adjusted to field capacity by spraying nn additional water.
c) Control (untreatec^ soil The moisture contents of 
control soils were adjusted as above.
d) Incubation of treated soil The treated soil samples 
were incubated at 25° in double polythene bags (30 in x 21 in) 
ensuring that a large volume of air was trapped above the soil.
The bags were incubated at 25° and opened once every week to 
prevent the soil becoming oxygen deficient. Moisture content 




COg-evolution by micro-organisms in soil was measured in 
two ways:
a) Gas flow system 100 g treated soil were placed in 
respiration flasks modified from 500 ml Erlenmeyer flasks (Plate l). 
Air, generated by either a peristaltic pump (Quickfit & Quartz, Stone, 
Staffordshire) or a small air compressor pump (Model Dymax Mk.2, 
Charles Austen, Byfleet, Surrey) was first passed through a scrubbing 
system to remove moisture and COg. The scrubbing system consisted 
of a molecular sieve (J" pellets) to remove moisture, silica 
gel (self-indicating, coarse) as an indicator of the efficiency 
of moisture removal, and soda asbestos (6-12 mesh) to remove the CO^. 
The stream of air, remoistened by passing through distilled water 
which had been boiled to remove dissolved COg, was then directed over 
the surface of the soil in the respiration flasks. The CO^ evolved 
by the soil micro-organisms was absorbed by bubbling the air through 
40 ml IN NaOH in Dreschel bottles at a rate of approximately 
1 bubble/sec. The bottles were replaced at regular intervals to 
allow continuous monitoring of COg evolution. For determination 
of absorbed COg, the NaOH was diluted to 100 ml with boiled 
distilled water and 50 ml were titrated on a Radiometer automatic 
titration assembly (V.A.Howe & Co.Ltd., Pembridge Rd., London V.ll) 
against O.IN H^SO^ between pH 8.4 and 3.9. Empty respiration 
flasks were included in the system to act as controls for the 
scrubbing system, and from the titres, ppm carbon as CO^ was 
determined using the formula (stotzky, 1965),
Plate 1
Respiration unit - Gas flow
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ppm C as COp (o.d.b.) = 2(T-B) x At. vt. C x Norm of acid x 1000
100 - M
where T = sample titre 
B = blank titre 
M a moisture content of soil (%)
(At. wt. C a 12, Norm, of acid = O.l)
b) Static (Kilner jar) system 100 g treated soil samples
were placed in Kilner jars inside which 25 ml beakers were sealed 
to the base. A McCartney bottle containing 20 ml IN NaOH was 
placed in the beaker and the jars were sealed and incubated at 25° 
(plate 2). At the end of the incubation period the jars were 
shaken for 30 min on an orbital shaker to facilitate absorption 
of residual COg. The NaOH was removed from the Kilner jars, 
diluted with a standard quantity (lOO ml) of boiled distilled 
water, and titrated against O.IN HgSO^ between pH 8.4 and 3.9.
Kilner jars containing no soil acted as controls for the system, 
and from the titres, ppm carbon as CO^ was determined using the 
formula (Stotzky, 1965),
ppm C as COp (cwd.b. ) = T-B x At.wt.C x Norm of acid x 1000
100 - M
where T = sample titre 
B = blank titre 
M = moisture content of soil (%)
(At. wt. C s 12, Norm, of acid = O.l)
Oxygen uptake
Og-uptake by soil micro-organisms was examined using a Gilson 
differential respirometer (Gilson Medical Electronics, Middleton, 
Wisconsin). This is a constant pressure respirometer which introduces
Plate 2
Respiration unit - Kilner jar
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a number of improvements over the conventional Warburg constant 
volume instruments (Gilson, 1963). Plastic manometers are 
arranged above a water bath and the open arms of all manometers 
are connected to a common compensating vessel through a manifold 
(Pig.l). The compensating vessel eliminates corrections for 
barometric changes and minimizes temperature errors as the 
respirometer is used isolated from the atmosphere. Readout is 
digital for the volume changes accompanying the displacement of 
the stainless steel rod of the micrometer which maintains the 
system at constant pressure. The micrometers and manometers 
remain stationary, while the reaction vessels attached to Tygon 
tubing are shaken in the water bath. A temperature-barometric 
pressure factor (multiplying factor) is applied to the micrometer 
readings to reduce the gas exchange data to absolute terms.
Multiplying factor = 273 x (Pb)
(t + 273) X :
where t = manometer temp in °
Pb = operating pressure (i.e. barometric pressure)
To enable large quantities of soil to be monitored for O^-uptake, 
a modification of the original Warburg flask was introduced 
(Grossbard, 1971). The soil respiration flask is a 50 ml Quickfit 
Erlenmeyer flask with a glass 'well* sealed t> the base. The flask 
is connected to the manometer sidearm by means of a Quickfit 
straight reduction adaptor.
20 g treated soil were placed in the respiration flask and
1.5 ml IN NaOH placed in the centre well. The rim of the well was 
greased withlaseline to avoid 'creeping' of the NaOH, and a small 

















a large surface fol* the absorption of COg. The flasks were 
attached to the manometers and placed in the constant temperature 
bath at 25°. Thirty minutes were allowed for equilibration and 
the Og-uptake was measured at regular intervals over a period of 
4? hr under static conditions (i.e. the flasks were not shaken).
Changes in ambient temperature has some effect on the Gilson 
respirometer since not all of the enclosed gas volume is submerged 
in the controlled water bath. To minimize this effect, the gas 
volume of the reference flask is made approximately equal to the 
sum of the gas volumes in the reaction flasks by balancing the 
system with distilled water in the reference flask. Even in 
systems with equal gas volumes, at least a small amount of distilled 
water should be added to the reference flask in order to balance 
the effect of water vapour pressure in the reaction vessels.
Nitrification
Two methods were used for the examination of the nitrification 
process in soil supplemented with ammonium sulphate.
a) Static (polythene bag) incubation method Samples of 
control and herbicide-treated soil were spread out in a thin layer 
on a polythene sheet. A small volume of (NH^)2S0^ was sprayed on 
to the soil from a "Sprayit* aerosol unit (Hewson Sturman Ltd., 
Bushey Heath, Herts.) to give a final concentration of 200 ppm 
ammonium-nitrogen (o.d.b.) in the soil. The samples were then 
incubated in double polythene bags at 25° as previously described. 
Samples of 50 g were taken at zero time and at regular intervals 
during incubation for analysis for ammonium (NH^), nitrite (NOg) 
and nitrate (NO”). The soil samples were stored at -15° until 
required for analysis.
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b) Soil perfusion method An apparatus for the perfusion 
of soil columns based on that of Wright and Clarke (1969) was used 
(pig 2, Plate 3). In the apparatus, solutions are circulated 
through soil columns by means of a peristaltic pump (Quickfit & 
Quartz). The soil column (l50 g soil) was supported by a pad of 
glass wool and perfused with 250 ml n/30 (NH^)gSO^ placed in the 
reservoir, A 3 ml plastic auto-analyser sample cup with a small 
hole drilled in the base and 3 mm removed from the top rim, was 
inserted below the soil column under the glass wool pad. This 
served the purpose of collecting the perfusate and allowing it 
to drip back into the reservoir facilitating mixing, A pad of 
fibre glass insulator, 25 mm thick, was placed on top of the soil 
column to avoid compaction of the soil surface by the perfusate.
A sampling point was incorporated just below the reservoir 
from which perfusate could be run off. The perfusate was 
circulated at a rate of approximately 120 m l / h r  achieved at a pump 
speed setting of 45 using 2.5 mm bore tubing.
In determining the effect of the herbicides on nitrification, 
two methods were used:
1) the columns were packed with soil pre-treated with 
herbicide, and perfused with (NH^)gSO^ solution;
2) soil columns of untreated soil were set up. The 
herbicide was added to the (NH^)gSO^ solution at
a concentration sufficient to give the desired ppm 
active ingredient in the soil during perfusion.
The perfusion was run for 2-3 weeks eind at regular intervals 
15 ml samples of the perfusate were taken for NH^, N0~, and NO^ 
analysis. If analysis was not carried out soon after collection, 
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Analysis for mineral nitrogen Soil samples from the static 
incubation system were thawed (if previously frozen), moisture 
content determined, and extracts prepared by shaking 25 g soil 
with 50 ml IN for 1 hr and filtering the slurry through
Whatman filter paper No.l.
a) NH^ analysis (Breraner, 1965) 20 ml soil extract
(or 5 ml perfusate + 15 ml IN K^SO^) were steam distilled with 
approximately 0.5 g MgO (heavy) into a flask containing 2 ml 2% 
boric acid. Approximately 50 ml distillate were collected and 
titrated against O.OIN HgSO^ on the automatic titration assembly.
For soil taken from the static incubation system, ppm NH$-N 
(o.d.b.) was calculated as follows (Bremner, 1965),
. 100 r
ppm NH.-N (o.d.b.) = T x At.wt.N x Norm.of acid x W x 10
^ 1000 X (100 - M)
where T = sample titre
M = moisture content of soil (%)
W = weight of soil in aliquot (lO g)
(At.wt.N = 14, Norm, of acid = O.Ol)
For samples from perfusion apparatus, ppm NH^-N in perfusate 
(l-ig/ml) was calculated as follows,
ppm NH*-N (o.d.b.) = T x At.wt.N. x Norm.of acid x 10^
F X 1000
where T = sample titre
P = ml of perfusate sample (5 ml)
(At.wt.N = 14, Norm.of acid = O.Ol)
b) Nitrite and nitrate analysis NO^ and NO^ content of
soil samples were measured using a Technical Auto Analyser (Technicon 
Instruments Co.Ltd., Hanworth Lane, Chertsey, Surrey). The reagent
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manifold used in the auto analyser was a modification (Marsh, 
personal communication) of that used in the blood-analysis method 
of Lichfield (1967). The analysis was for NO^ using the 
colorimetric diazotisation and coupling reaction with sulphanilic 
acid and N-(l-naphthyl)ethylene diamine dihydrochloride carried out 
in sodium acetate buffer, pH 6. The reagents were added to the 
extract sample in a precise order (Fig 3) and the resultant colour 
was read on a colorimeter at 555 nm and compared to standards 
included in the run (Fig 4).
Two separate runs were carried out. The first, at a rate 
of 20 samples/hr passed the solutions through a glass column packed 
with zinc chips. This reduced the NO” to NO” so total NO^ + NO” 
nitrogen was recorded. The second run, at a rate of 70 samples/br, 
by-passed the zinc column so any NO” nitrogen present in the 
samples was recorded. No calculation was carried out for NO^ 
content of soil (which is usually negligible) but a 0.2 ppm NOg 
standard was included in the run as a check. NO^ nitrogen in soil 
under static incubation conditions was calculated from the formula,
ppm NO~-N (o.d.b.) = S x F x D x (200 + M)
(100 - M)
where S = peak height of sample
F = slope of standard curve 
D = dilution of sample 
M = moisture content of soil (%)
The NOg-N formed in perfusion apparatus was calculated 
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36.
Glucose utilization in soil
10 g samples of soil were placed in boiling tubes and 1 ml 
0.2% glucose solution (i.e. 2 mg) vas added. The tubes were plugged 
with cotton wool and incubated at 25^. At zero time and at 
intervals up to 12 hr, a tube vas selected and 19 ml distilled 
water were added. The tube contents were mixed thoroughly for
1 min on a Vhirliraixer (Pisons Scientific Apparatus Ltd., 
Loughborough, Leicestershire) and centrifuged at 3500 rev/rain for 
5 min. Glucose estimations were carried out on 1 ml samples of 
the supernatant.
Glucose estimation (Somogyi, 1945)
Copper reagent: CuSO^.SHgO, 7.5 g; Rochelle salt, 25 g;
NagCOg, 25 g; NaHCO^, 20 g; dissolved in order in distilled water 
and made up to 1 litre.
Developing reagent; 25 g (NH^^^MOyOg^.^HgO were dissolved 
in 450 ml distilled water and 21 ml conc. HgSO^ stirred in. To 
this solution was added 3 g NagHAs0^.7Hg0 dissolved in 25 ml water. 
The mixture was incubated at 37° for 48 hr, filtered and stored in 
a dark bottle at 4°.
Procedure; To the 1 ml sample of supernatant in a boiling 
tube were added 1 ml distilled water and 2 ml copper reagent. The 
tube was heated in a boiling water bath for 15 min. After cooling,
2 ml developing reagent were added and the volume made up to 25 ml 
after transfer to a volumetric flask. The extinction of the blue 
colour was measured in 1 cm path cells at 660 nm against a 
reagent blank. Standards were prepared over the range 0-120 |jg 
glucose (Pig 5).
Fig 5












Determination of 3-chloroaniline in soil
Extraction (After Hance, personal communication), 50 g soil 
were shaken for 2 hr with 100 ml acetone in a 250 ml Erlenmeyer 
flask. The solution was filtered through Whatman No.l filter 
paper into 10 ml IN HCl and then evaporated on a water bath at 
about 60^ to remove the acetone. The HCl-extract was again 
filtered, mainly to remove waxoline red which had precipitated 
out from the acetone layer, and 3-chloroaniline determined in the 
filtrate.
Determination (Hopkins, 1964). To the HCl-extract in a 
50 ml volumetric flask was added 1 ml 1% ENOg solution. After 
mixing, the solution was allowed to stand for 10 rain at ambient 
temperature, and then 1 ml 2% ammonium sulfamate was added to 
destroy the excess nitrous acid. After 3 min, 1 ml 0.1% N-(l-naphthyl) 
ethylene diamine dihydrochloride was added and the solutions were 
brought to volume with distilled water. The extinction was read 
in 1 cm path cells at 550 nm after 30 min. A standard curve for 
the estimation of 3-chloroaniline by this method was obtained (Fig 6).
Phosphatase activity in soil
Reagents (Halstead, 1964)
Borate buffer; 28,4 g NagB^O^.lOH^O were dissolved in 1 1 
distilled water. 82 ml IN NaOH were added to give a solution 
of pH 9.4.
Gibbs reagent: 0.125 g 2,6-dibromoquinone chlorimide was 
dissolved in 10 ml 95% alcohol. The reagent was stored 
at 4° in a black bottle.
0,5% disodium phenyl phosphate
0.3% aluminium potassium sulphate
Phenol solution: 1 g phenol dissolved in 1 1 IN HCl
Fig 6
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Method 5 g soil were placed in a 150 ml Erlenmeyer flask 
with 20 ml 0.5% disodium phenyl phosphate and incubated for 2 hr 
at 35^. The samples were then diluted with 100 ml of 0.3% 
aluminium potassium sulphate, shaken and filtered by gravity.
An aliquot of filtrate (usually 0.5 ml) was pipetted into a 25 ml 
volumetric flask and 5 ml sodium borate buffer and 4 drops Gibbs 
reagent were added. The flasks were made up to volume with 
distilled water and the colour intensity developed after 30 min 
was read in 1 cm path cells at 660 nm. A standard curve for 
phenol was prepared over the range 0.01 to 0.12 mg phenol/25 ml 
(Fig 7). Phosphatase activity was expressed as mg phenol liberated/g 
dry soil (o.d.b.).
Estimation of viable propagules by colony counts
Total counts of fungal and bacterial propagules in soil 
samples were made by the plate count method using modifications 
of Lochhead’s soil extract agar (Lochhead & Thexton, 1951) and 
Taylor's soil extract agar (Taylor, 1951), respectively as the 
recovery media. Quarter-strength Ringer's solution was used for 
serial dilutions. 30 g soil were blended with 270 ml Ringer's 
solution in a top-drive raacerator (Townson & Mercer Ltd, Beddington 
Lane, Croydon) for ? min, 10 ml of the slurry were diluted to 100 ml 
in an 8 oz medical flat bottle and shaken well. From this solution, 
serial 1:10 dilutions were made in test-tubes, the contents being 
mixed for 30 sec on a Whirlimixer, and 1 ml aliquots of the 
appropriate dilutions (lO ^ for fungi, 10  ̂and 10 ^ for bacteria) 
were plated out. For spore-forming bacteria, the 10 ^ dilution 
was heated in a water bath at 80° for 10 min before plating out.
The Petri dishes were incubated at 25° and colonies counted after
Fig 7












4 days (fungi) and 14 days (bacteria).
Preparation of soil extract (Wallace & Lochhead, 1950). One 
kilogram fresh soil was autoclaved with 1-1 tap water at 15 p.s.i. 
for 30 min. 0.5 9 CaSO^.jH^O was added to coagulate fine particles 
and the soil suspension was filtered while hot through Whatman 
filter paper pulp. The filtrate was made up to 1-1 with tap water, 
re-sterilized at 15 p.s.i. for 15 min and stored at 3° utrtil 
required.




The phosphate and agar were dissolved in the soil extract 
by steaming êuid the pH was adjusted to 7.6 at a temperature of 60®. 
While hot, the medium was filtered through paper pulp, dispensed 
in 300 ml quantities in 16 oz medical flats add then re-sterilized 
at 15 p.s.i. for 15 min.
For the enumeration of fungi, filter-sterilized solutions 
of rose bengal (0.004%) and streptomycin sulphate (0.02%) were 
added to the cooled moltei agar (approximately 45°) prior to pouring 
the plates to suppress the growth of actinomycetes and bacteria 
respectively.
Preparation of Taylor's soil extract agar
Peptone 0.5 g







Soil extract 250.0 ml
Water 750.0 ml
Preparation of the medium was as for Lochhead*s soil extract 
agar except that actidione (0.004%) was added to the cooled molten 
agar to suppress the growth of fungi.
Approximate assessment of size of nitrifying population
The ammonia and nitrite media of Barkworth & Bateson (l965) 
were used.
a) Ammonia medium 
(NH^)2S0^ 0.66 g
CaCO, (powdered) 10.0 g
Basal medium 1000 ml
b) Nitrite medium
NaNOg 0.5 g
CaCOg (powdered) 10.0 g
Basal medium 1000 ml
Basal medium; NaCl, 0.3 g; MgSO^.THgO, 0.14 g; FeSO^.THgO, 0.03 g; 
O.IM KHgPO^, 10.0 g; trace-element solution, 0.2 ml; distilled water 
1000 ml.
Trace-element solution; MnS0^.7Hg0, 0.554 g; H^BO^, 0.63 g; 
CuS0^.5Hg0, 0.33 g; ZnS0^.7Hg0, 0.343 g; Co(N02)2.6H20, 0.356 g; 
distilled water, 1000 ml.
The ammonia and nitrite media were dispensed in 5 ml quantities 
in 125 X  15 mm test-tubes and sterilized.
41.
Test reagents; Griess Ilosvay*s reagents.
1) 8 g sulphanilic acid in 1000 ml of 5 N acetic acid.
2) 5 g oC-naphthylamine in 1000 ml of 5 N acetic acid.
1 ml of each reagent vas added to the tubes, the presence of 
no” being indicated by the development of a red colour within a 
few minutes.
Method To obtain an estimate of the size of the population 
of nitrifying bacteria in soil (i.e. Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter), 
0.5 ml of serial 1:10 dilutions of soil over a range lO”  ̂to lO"^ 
were pipetted into the ammonia and nitrite media. The inoculated 
media were incubated at 25° for 28 days and tested for the presence 
of no” using Griess Ilosvay's reagents. The lowest dilution of 
soil containing Nitrosomonas or Nitrobacter respectively were 
recorded, and used as a comparison of the size of the nitrifying 
population in the soil samples.
The presence of nitrite in the amiponia medium was taken as 
indicative of the presence of Nitrosomonas, the NH^ having been 
oxidised to NO^ by these organisms. A small quantity of zinc dust 
was added to all negative tubes to reduce any NO” (formed from
the complete oxidation of back to NO^, and again all tubes
giving the red colour for NO^ were recorded as positive for 
containing Nitrosomonas.
In the nitrite medium, the absence of NO” was taken as
positive for the presence of Nitrobacter, the NOg having been
oxidised to NO” by these organisms. Red colour formation after 
^ n c  dust had been added to these negative tubes was taken as 
confirmatory.
42.
Screening of bacterial isolates for physiological and growth properties 
From the plates giving total bacterial counts of control, 
barban, solvent and Carbyne-treated soil, approximately 48 colonies 
were randomly selected from each treatment and subjected to a 
range of growth and physiological tests using a multipoint 
inoculating system similar to one described by Hill (l970). The 
colonies were chosen using the random selection disc of Harrison 
(1938). The geometry suggested by Harrison was constructed on a 
white cardboard disc the size of a standard Petri dish (as shown).
M
CsJ CO
The four small areas in each sector were numbered 1 to 4 but in 
a changing sequence for each sector, thus: 1,2,3,4; 2,3,4,1; 3,4,1,2; 
and 4,1,2,3. All colonies occurring in areas marked 1 were 
selected; if this did not provide sufficient, all colonies in 
areas marked 2 were selected, etc,, but once a series of numbered 
sectors was selected it was completed. All colonies lying over 
lines were ignored.
43.
Multipoint inoculator Inoculation of the bacterial cultures was 
achieved using a multipoint inoculator (plate 4). This was designed 
to inoculate media contained in plastic 4" square internally divided 
"Replidishes" (Dyos Plastics Ltd., 242 Tolworth Rise South, Surbiton 
Surrey). The disposable dishes were supplied sterile cind each was 
divided internally into 25 separate compartments. The multipoint 
inoculator was made from Perspex through which 25 holes were 
drilled to carry inoculating loops. A l/l6" aluminium plate was 
attached to the base to act as a shield for the Perspex during 
flame sterilization of the inoculating loops.
Screening of isolates The bacterial colonies selected randomly 
from each treatment were streaked on to slopes of nutrient agar 
and incubated at 25^ for 3 days. The growth was removed from each 
slope by washing with 3 ml sterile quarter strength Ringer's 
solution eind used to make a template in a Replidish, leaving the central 
compartment as uninoculated sterile Ringer's solution to act as 
control for media sterility. From the template the culture 
suspensions were inoculated through a range of media contained in 
Replidishes using the multipoint inoculator. Each compartment of 
the Replidish contained 3 ml of sterile medium dispensed with a 
'Brewer' automatic pipetting machine (Beckton, Dickinson U.K.Ltd.,
York House, Empire Way, Wembley, Middlesex). All inoculated 
dishes were incubated at 25°.
Media used in Replidishes
l) Starch agar - for amylase production 
Soluble starch 0.2 g
ITutrient agar 100 ml
The plates were incubated for 7 days and then flooded with 




blue colour with iodine, hence hydrolysed steurch appeared as a 
clear zone and was the result of p-amylase activity. Reddish 
brown zones around the colony indicated partial hydrolysis of 
starch (to dextrins) and was the result of oC -amylase activity.
2) Nitrate peptone water - for nitrate reductase production
Peptone water 100 ml
Potassium nitrate 0.1 g
The plates were incubated for 7 days. 0.5 ml Griess Ilosvay's 
reagents 1 and 2 were added to each culture and the development of 
a red colour within a few minutes indicated the presence of nitrite 
and thus the production of nitrate reductase. A negative result 
was confirmed by the addition of a small quantity of zinc dust 
to the culture whereupon the development of the red colour signified 
that no reduction had previously taken place (i.e. nitrate was 
present). If the addition of zinc dust did not result in the 
development of colour it was assumed that nitrate had been reduced 
by the culture beyond the nitrite stage and this was also recorded 
as positive for nitrate reductase production.






0.1% phenol red 1.0 ml
Distilled water 100 ml
The medium was adjusted to pH 6.8 - 7.0 a n d  autoclaved at 
10 p.s.i. for 10 min. To the cool (45°) molten, sterile basal
45.
medium vas added 10 ml filter-sterilized 20% urea solution.
The inoculated plates were incubated with a square of HCl- 
irapregnated filter paper in the lid to neutralise ammonia released 
from urease-producing colonies, thus minimizing cross-contamination 
between compartments. The plates were observed over a 7 day 
incubation period. Hydrolysis of urea resulted in the production 
of ammonia, turning the colour of the medium from yellow to pink.
4) Hugh and Leifson's medium - for glucose utilization
(Hugh & Leifson, 1953)






Distilled water 100 ml
The pH of the medium was adjusted to 7.1. 10 ml filter-
sterilized 10% glucose solution was added aseptically to 100 ml 
sterile basal medium before dispensing. The plates were observed 
over a 7 day incubation period. Glucose utilization resulted in 
the production of COg, turning the colour of the medium from blue 
to yellow. Excess CO^ was neutralized by the insertion of a NaOH- 
impregnated square of filter paper in the lid of the dish.
5) Phosphatase medium - for phosphatase production
(Barber & Kuper, 1951)
To 100 ml sterile, nutrient agar was added 1 ml sterile 1% 
phenolphthalein phosphate solution. The plates were incubated for 
4 days and the colonies then exposed to ammonia vapour by adding 
a few drops of ammonia to a piece of filter paper inserted in the 
lid of the dish. Pink or red colonies indicated the presence of 
free phenolphthalein released by phosphatase activity, and were
46.
therefore recorded as phosphatase-positive.
6) Nutrient agar plus Carbyne or solvent - for ability to 
grow in pure culture in the presence of these substances.
Carbyne and solvent were added to cool sterile nutrient agar 
(approximately 45°) to give final concentrations of; a) 200 ppm 
barban as Carbyne; b) equivalent solvent concentration of 1408 ppm. 
After inoculation, the plates were incubated for 14 days and 
observed for growth of the organisms.
Screening of fungal isolates for ability to grow in the presence 
of Carbyne and solvent
From the plates giving total fungal counts of control, barban, 
solvent and Carbyne-treated soil, approximately 24 colonies were 
randomly selected from each treatment by taking colonies lying on 
random lines drawn across the Petri dish. The colonies were 
streaked on to slopes of modified Gzapek Dox agar (Oxoid) in 
McCartney bottles and incubated at 25° for 3-4 days. Spore 
suspensions were made by washing each slope with 3 ml sterile 
queurter strength Ringer's solution and used to make a template in 
a Replidish. The central compartment was left uninoculated to act 
as a control for medium sterility. Using the multipoint inoculating 
technique described previously, the fungal isolates were examined 
for their ability to form visible growth within 7 days on Czapek 
Dox agar in the presence of a range of concentrations of Carbyne 
or solvent.
Utilization of the solvent component of Carbyne by soil micro-organisms 
Absorption spectra were obtained for solutions of organic 
solvent (as in Table l), complete solvent (i.e. organic solvent 
plus additives) and Carbyne, made up in mineral salts medium (see
47.
General media). Organic solvent and complete solvent solutions 
were at concentrations of 7 and 3.5 ppm respectively while the 
Carbyne solution was at a concentration equivalent to 0.5 ppm 
active ingredient (i.e. plus 3.5 ppm solvent). The solutions were 
scanned spectrophotometrically over the wavelength range 190 - 320 
nm (Figs 8, 9 & 10 respectively). For all solutions a maximum 
absorption peak at 220 nm was obtained.
Solutions of complete solvent (350 ppm) and Carbyne (50 ppm 
barban + 350 ppm solvent) were then made up in 100 ml quaintities of 
mineral salts medium in Erlenmeyer flasks, inoculated with a 
crumb of fresh soil and incubated at 25° on a rotary shaker. At 
zero time and at 3-day intervals during incubation, a sample from 
each flask was diluted 1:100 in distilled water and the extinction 
was read at 220 nm. A plot of extinction v. time of incubation 
reflected any change in concentration of the solvent component. 
Uninoculated flasks served as controls for any non-biological loss 
cf solvent.
General media and methods
Mineral salts medium (skinner, I960) Solution A; (NH^^gSO^, 0.5 g; 
CaClg, 0.05 g; MgS0^.7Hg0, 0.05 g; NaCl, 1.0 g; distilled water, 900 ml. 
Solution B; I^HPO^, 6.5g; KH^PO^, 3.5 g; distilled water, 100 ml.
Solution A was dispensed in 90 ml quantities in Erlenmeyer 
flasks and solution B in 10 ml quantities in McCartney bottles. After 
sterilization, 10 ml solution B was added to 90 ml solution A to make 
the mineral salts medium.
pH values Using a direct reading pH meter (V.A. Howe & Co.Ltd.). 
Sterilization Pipettes were sterilized for 2 hr at 160° in a hot- 
air drying oven. All other materials were sterilized by autoclaving 
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Solutions All solutions and media were prepared in distilled 
water from a B.T.L. "Bara* electric still (Baird & Tatlock (London) 
Ltd., Freshwater Road, Chadwell Heath, Essex). All % solutions 
were made on a w/v basis.
Spectrophotometry All solutions were read on a Unicam SP 500 
using glass or silica cells where appropriate.
General methods Methods of incubation of soil, determination of 
COg, Og and mineral N were carried out according to the routine 
methods used at Weed Research Organization (Grossbard, 1971;
Grossbard & Marsh, 1971).
Statistical analysis
All statistical analysis was carried out on the AERE computer 
at Letcombe Laboratory, Vantage, Berks. The program was written 
in FORTRAN IV for the analysis of standard series of microbiological 
laboratory experiments.
The program produced separate analysis of variance for each 
sampling occasion during long-term experimentation together with 
an overall analysis combining the results for all samplings, allowance 
being made for missing values. The form of the overall analysis 
differed slightly according to the ’structure* of the experiment,
i.e. in some experiments each sampling occasion required fresh 
samples which were subjected to a destructive analysis and 
therefore were not re-usable, e.g. microbial counts; in others, 
such as the continuous gas flow experiments, measurements were 
repeated on the same sample on different occasions and the sample 
was said to ’carry through’.
The individual analyses were used to assess the ’interval*
49.
significance of treatment differences, i.e. whether on that 
occasion the difference could be regarded as genuine and not 
due to experimental error. The variation between replicates 
(within treatments) should really have been used as the measure 
of error for this purpose, but since this was often estimated on 
very few d.f. (degrees of freedom) and was often not appreciably 
greater than the variation between samples from the same replicate, 
in some cases it was better to "pool* the two estimates of error.';
For this reason, the statistical tests were given on two 
alternative bases:
1) If analysis of variance at each sampling date showed no 
significant difference between the replicates within treatments, 
all statistical analysis was carried out on the two ’pooled* 
estimates of error obtained from replicates and samples, giving 
degrees of freedom derived from replicates plus samples for use 
in the students t-distribution.
2) If analysis of variance at each sampling date did show
a significant difference between the replicates within treatments, 
all statistical analysis was carried out on the estimates of error 
obtained from replicates only, giving degrees of freedom derived 
just from these replicates for use in the students t-distribution.
If however, in a series of analyses nearly all the replicates 
within treatments were significant or were nearly all non?significant, 





The first part of this work was designed to obtain an overall 
assessment of the long-term effett of Carbyne and its major 
constituents (barban and solvent) on the general activity of 
micro-organisms. For the purpose of this investigation, the 
processes chosen as indicators of microbial activity were:-
A) Carbon dioxide evolution
B) Oxygen uptake
C) Counts of fungal and bacterial propagules
D) Nitrification
In these experiments, 3 kg aliquots of soil (o.d.b.) were 
treated with barban a n d  equivalent concentrations of Carbyne and 
solvent. Final concentrations achieved in soil were 200 ppm 
barban, 200 ppm barban as Carbyne (together with 1408 ppm solvent), 
and 1408 ppm solvent. Three replicates per treatment were sprayed. 
Experiments to measure CO^-evolution were set up immediately using 
2 X 100 g samples of treated soil per replicate while the remainder 
was incubated at 25° in polythene bags. Samples were removed from 
the bags at intervals and O^-uptake and nitrification rates were 
determined together with microbial counts.
a ) Carbon dioxide evolution
In order to critically compare methods of assessing COg- 
evolution from soil, two systems of aeration were employed in the 
course of the study - a continuous gas flow system and one without 
an air stream (a static kilner jar system). Two sources of air 
were adopted for comparison in the gas flow system, an air compressor 
pump and a peristaltic pump, to determine whether the more uniform 
flow of air generated by the peristaltic pump produced a more
51.
efficient production and absorption of COg.
For each treatment, 2 x 100 g samples of soil from each of 
the three replicates were weighed into the respiration flasks, 
giving 6 samples per treatment. The weight of each flask plus 
soil was taken initially and moisture loss was compensated for 
at monthly intervals by the addition of distilled water to the soil 
from a syringe. Analysis of variance at each sampling date showed 
no significant difference between the replicates within treatments. 
This enabled all statistical analysis on these experiments to 
be carried out on the two ’pooled* estimates of error obtained 
from replicates and samples, giving 20 degrees of freedom for 
use in the students t-distribution.
l) Gas : flow experiments
a) Using air compressor pump The results are shown 
in Figs 11, 12 and 13.
Solvent treatment (Fig 11) Application of 1408 ppm solvent 
to soil caused a rapid stimulation of CO^-evolution as compared 
with untreated control soil (190% increase during first two days). 
The COg-evolution remained higher than the control level during 
the first 40 days, the difference gradually becoming less until a 
rate comparable with control soil had been reached. For a period 
between 70 and 120 days following solvent application, the COg- 
output was significantly lower them from control soil (maximum 12%) 
but later recovered to control level where it remained for the 
duration of the experiment.
Carbyne treatment (Fig 12) The trend of COg-evolution from 
Carbyne-treated soil during the first 80 days of incubation was 
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initial period of stimulated COg-evolution declining steadily 
to control level and then an inhibition setting in. However, 
in contrast to solvent treatment, soil treated with Carbyne 
showed no sign of recovery in COg-evolution and the depressed 
rate continued for the remainder of the experiment at a level of 
approximately 30% inhibition. This inhibition was significant at 
the 0.1% level from about day 60.
Barban treatment (Fig 13) An initial stimulation of COg- 
evolution was observed in barban-treated soil which although not 
as pronounced as that produced by solvent and Carbyne treatment 
lasted considerably longer, not reaching control level until day 
70. From this stage, the trend was almost identical to that from 
solvent-treated soil with a relatively short period of inhibition 
of COg-evolution followed by a recovery to control level.
Each treatment therefore resulted in an increased COg- 
evolution above that produced from untreated soil during early 
stages followed by a peridd when CO^-evolution was inhibited, 
which in the case of Carbyne treatment was more pronounced and 
lasted to the end of the experiment.
Carbon dioxide production in soil following the various 
treatments was expressed as a difference (ppm) from the untreated 
control and plotted on an accumulative basis (Fig 14). It can be 
seen that the inhibition of CO^-evolution which begun in Carbyne- 
treated soil around day 40 was not merely due to substrate 
deficiency, as solvent-treated soil, which had shown a comparable 
rate of COg-evolution up to this time, continued to evolve COg at 
a rate similar to untreated soil and far in excess of Carbyne- 
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b) Using peristaltic pump COg-output from soil samples 
treated with barban was compared with untreated control soil. The 
tesults (pig 15) showed a pattern of CO^-evolution very similar 
to that obtained in the previous experiment (Pig 13), with barban 
causing an initial stimulation lasting for almost 70 days, 
followed by a period of inhibition and then a return to control 
level.
2) Static (kilner jar) experiment Using this system of
incubation, levels of COg-evolution from Carbyne and barban- 
treated soil were very similar to those obtained in gas flow 
experiments. Again, a marked and prolonged inhibition of COg- 
output was observed in soil treated with Carbyne while barban 
treatment produced a slight inhibition (Pig 16).
B) Oxygen uptake
Prom the incubated treated soil, 2 x 20 g samples were taken 
from each replicate at regular intervals and used to determine Og 
uptake over a hr peribd in the Gilson respirometer. Analysis 
of variance at each sampling date showed no significant difference 
between replicates within treatments and statistical analysis 
was therefore carried out on the 'pooled* estimates of error 
as described previously, giving 20 degrees of freedom for use 
in the students t-distribution.
Oxygen uptake was stimulated by all treatments during the 
first 10-12 days (Pig 17), the largest stimulation occurring in 
solvent and Carbyne-treated soil (almost 100% increase over 
control soil). However, a depression of O^-uptake occurred 
within 20 days in soil treated with barban and Carbyne which 
remained for the duration of the experiment. The depression of
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and was also significant over a period of at least 30-40 days in 
soil treated with barban. Oxygen uptake by solvent-treated 
soil remained higher than in the control for over 60 days and 
was significantly depressed on only one sampling occasion during 
the incubation period.
C) Counts of fungal and bacterial propagules
Two samples were taken at regular intervals from each 
replicate of the treated soil (giving 6 samples per treatment) 
and used to estimate the size of microbial populations by 
determining numbers of propagules capable of development on soil 
extract agar. As the analysis of variance at each sampling date 
showed significant differences between some replicates within 
treatments, all statistical analysis on this experiment was 
carried out on the estimates of error obtained from replicates 
only, giving 8 degrees of freedom for use in the students t-test.
Fungi On all sampling occasions, soil treated with Carbyne 
supported significantly less fungal propagules than control soil 
(Fig 18). The numbers were reduced by more than 50% on all 
sampling dates after 5 days and by 70% on two of these occasions. 
It was also observed that the spectrum of fungal types developing 
was narrowed, especially towards the later stages of incubation 
of the soil. In comparison, although treatment of soil with 
barban and solvent also reduced the number of fungal isolates, a 
maximum of 40% inhibition was reached on only one sampling 
occasion (86 days after treatment).
Bacteria In contrast to the effect nn fungi, all 
treatments increased the number of bacteria in soil on every 
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significantly so in the case of barban on the first two dates 
(5 and 21 days). Treatment -with Carbyne and solvent promoted 
a rapid increase in bacterial numbers over untreated soil, eind 
although declining steadily during the peridd of incubation, they 
were still significantly higher than in untreated soil after 183 
days incubation. Barban-treated soil did not show a rapid 
increase in bacterial population, 54 days elapsing before 
significant increases in numbers were detected. However, once 
a significant increase in numbers was established it remained 
for the duration of the experiment.
Thus, the rapid rise in bacterial numbers in soil treated 
with solvent and Carbyne corresponded to increases in COg- 
evolution and O^-uptake. The initial increases in respiration 
rates observed in barban-treated soil were not accompanied by a 
simultaneous rise in microbial populations however and therefore 
appeared to be due to an actual stimulation of respiration.
D) Nitrification
The incubated soil was sampled at 2-week intervals and 
analysed for ammonium, nitrite and nitrate content.
a) Nitrate content Nitrate accumulated in untreated 
soil throughout the 18-week period examined and increased at an 
almost linear rate for the first 10 weeks. In contrast, formation 
of NOg" in soil treated \ith barban or Carbyne was completely 
inhibited (Fig 20). In soil treated with solvent, NOg” formation 
was inhibited only during the first 2-4 weeks, after which the 
inhibition was overcome and NOg" accumulated at a normal rate.
b) Ammonium content The NĤ "’ content of the soil was 
almost the reverse of the NOg" content, so that in untreated soil 
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soil, large quantities of accumulated (Fig 21). In solvent-
treated soil, content rose steadily during the first 4 weeks
(corresponding to the period of inhibition of NO^” formation) 
after which the level declined towards control level as nitri­
fication proceeded.
c) Nitrite content Nitrite content was negligible at 
all stages of the experiment.
It was therefore apparent that according to the parameters 
used, Carbyne and its components affected the activities of 
microbes in soil. These effects were to be examined in more 
detail.
Stimulation of CO^-evolution and O^-uptake by soil 
during early stages of incubation was greater following treatment 
with Carbyne or solvent than with barban alone, suggesting that 
the solvent components contributed to the respiratory stimulation. 
Accordingly, it was decided to establish (a) whether the solvent 
components were degraded by soil micro-organisms and (b) whether 
the observed increase in COg-evolution was due to biological or 
chemical breakdown of the added substrates.
Degradation of the solvent components of Carbyne by soil micro-organisms
Flasks containing mineral salts solution with either 50 ppm 
barban as Carbyne (together with 350 ppm solvent) or 350 ppm 
solvent were inoculated with a crumb of fresh soil and incubated 
at 25°, with slight agitation. Extinction of the solutions was 
read at 220 nm (the maximum absorption peak of the solvent solution) 
at 3-day intervals (Fig 22). The media became opaque due to dense 
microbial growth (confirmed by microscopic observation), and the 
decrease in extinction with time showed that the solvent component 
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However, very little COg was produced from the sterile soil, 
control and treated soil showing identical amounts. Blanks 
containing toluene and toluene plus Carbyne showed no increase 
in COg over the standard blanks, so no interference (in terms of 
release of COg) between these substances and NaOH was established.
The initial excess of COg produced in soil treated with 
Carbyne therefore appeared to be a biological phenomenon, with 
no chemical release of COg from the herbicide occurring. Having 
established the biological nature of the effect, it was 
important to determine whether increased Og-uptake by soil 
micro-organisms was detectable over a lower range of concentrations 
of solvent and Carbyne.
Effect of solvent and Carbyne concentration on Ou-uptake by soil
Two-millilitre aliquots of (a) Carbyne and (b) solvent were 
applied (using fine nozzle pipettes) to 20 g fresh soil in 
respiration flasks to give final concentrations of:-
a) 2, 20 and 200 ppm barban as Carbyne (together with 
14.08, 140.8 and 1408 ppm solvent respectively);
b) 14,08, 140.8 and 1408 ppm solvent.
Control soil samples received 2 ml distilled water.
During the 4^ hr period following treatment, solvent and 
Carbyne increased Og-uptake from soil at all concentrations in 
proportion to the rate of application (Figs 24 and 25). Oxygen 
uptake by soil treated with 200 ppm barban as Carbyne was lower 
than that produced by soil treated with an equivalent concentration 
of solvent (238 ^1 as compared with 285 p:l Og). In contrast, in 
soil treated at the lower concentrations, increases in Og-uptake 
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The results demonstrated the rapid utilization of the solvent 
components and implied that the difference between values 
obtained for the highest concentrations of solvent and Carbyne 
were attributable to a suppression of Og-uptake by the barban 
present in the latter.
Effect of prolonged incubation on activity of treated soil
A comprehensive examination of soil obtained at the 
termination of ( i ) the "static* COg-evolution experiment (135 
days incubation) and (ii) the "gas flow" COg-evolution experiment 
(220 days incubation), was carried out in order to determine 
the effect of long-term contact with Carbyne and its constituents 
on the activity of soil micro-organisms.
(i) 135 days incubation Soil treated with 200 ppm barban
and 200 ppm barban as Carbyne was examined following 135 
days incubation in kilner jars.
(a) Oxygen uptake Og-uptake by the barban and Carbyne- 
treated soil was recorded over a 4j hr period and compared with 
untreated soil which had also been incubated for 135 days.
Inhibition of Og-uptake caused by barban and Carbyne was 11.2% 
and 25.1% respectively after 4j hr (Fig 26). These results agreed 
closely with the corresponding 9.6% and 24.3% inhibition of COg- 
evolution observed at the same stage of incubation (Table 3).
(b) Glucose utilization Carbyne has been shown to 
impair utilization of glucose in soil (Quilt, 1968). Further 
experiments were therefore set up using the soil which had been 
incubated for 135 days. Glucose was added to the soil (4 mg/20g soil) 
and Og-uptake measured during the periods 0-4j hr and 15-Î9J hr (Fig 27) 
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from soil not containing glucose (Pig 26), it can be seen that 
the addition of glucose increased Og-uptake in all soil. However, 
the increase in O^-uptake caused by the glucose supplement was 
considerably smaller in Carbyne and barban-treated soil than in 
untreated soil. Carbyne was the more inhibitory, the soil taking 
up 100 pi Og less than supplemented control soil in 4j hr.
During the 15 - 19J hr period, control soil returned to a rate of
Og-uptake similar to that seen in Fig 26 (the endogenous rate), 
indicating that the glucose had been completely utilized in this 
soil. However, Og-uptake by barban and Carbyne-treated soil at 
this stage was greater than the endogenous rate and also greater 
than the rate observed in treated soil without the glucose 
supplement (Fig 26), suggesting that metabolism of glucose was 
still proceeding.
It appeared that glucose was metabolized at a much slower 
rate in the herbicide treated soil than in control soil. In an 
attempt to confirm this, 2 mg glucose were added to 10 g samples
of soil (following incubation for 135 days) and the rate at which
the glucose disappeared during incubation at 25° was determined 
chemically by the method of Somogyi (1948). The glucose added 
to control soil was completely utilized during the first 8 hr 
(Fig 28), thus accounting for the return of the Og-uptake by 
this soil to the endogenous rate during the 15 - 19j hr period 
(Fig 27). In contrast, 10-15% of the applied glucose remained 
after 20 hr in barban amd Carbyne-treated soil (Fig 28), a 
result which correlates with the excess of Og-uptake by these 
soils observed during the 15-19J hr period (Fig 27). The rate 
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than in the control. The results of the O^-uptake and glucose 
estimation experiments therefore confirm the inhibition of 
glucose metabolism caused by barban and Carbyne.
(c) Carbyne metabolism Solvent components of Carbyne 
were readily metabolized by soil micro-organisms in fresh soil 
(Figs 22 and 23). It vas therefore decided to investigate the 
ability of untreated and treated soil to metabolize Carbyne as 
substrate after 135 days incubation. This seemed particularly 
relevant for soil which had been previously treated with Carbyne, 
as it might be expected to contain a population already capable 
of metabolizing, or at least tolerating, Carbyne. Fresh Carbyne 
was added to samples of the control, barban êuid Carbyne-treated 
soil to give a final concentration of 200 ppm barban as Carbyne. 
Oxygen-uptake was again recorded over the periods 0-4% hr 
and 15 - 19j hr (Fig 29). The addition of fresh Carbyne to 
previously untreated control soil produced a typical immediate 
large increase in the respiration rate during the first 4^ hr 
(as compared to unsupplemented control soil in Fig 26). Addition 
of the same concentration of Carbyne to barban-treated soil however, 
promoted only a slight stimulation of Og-uptake and failed to 
stimulate the respiration of Carbyne-treated soil. It was not 
until the 15 - 19j hr period that the long-term Carbyne-treated 
soil showed a response to the addition of fresh Carbyne. During 
this 15 - 19j hr period, the control soil, supplemented with 
fresh Carbyne, still showed a greater Og-uptake than the 
similarly supplemented barban and Carbyne-treated soil.
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or Carbyne impaired the ability of soil micro-organisms to 
tolerate Carbyne applied at a later date. This was particularly 
noticeable in the case of Carbyne-treated soil where no response 
to applied fresh Carbyne occurred in the first hr period.
(d) Microbial counts Viable organisms were enumerated 
in soil at the termination of the kilner jar experiment (135 days).
Bacteria Bacterial numbers in barban and Carbyne-treated 
soil were greater than in untreated soil, showing increasescf 
approximately 100% and 190% respectively (Table 3). However, 
most bacterial colonies isolated from the treated soil were very 
small in comparison with colonies from control soil. The small 
colony size may explain in part why at this stage of incubation, 
treated soil although supporting more organisms than control soil ' 
produced far less respiratory activity.
Spore-forming bacteria Although 'total* bacterial 
prppagules were increased in soil treated with either barban or 
Carbyne, numbers of aerobic spore-forming bacteria were similar 
in all soil.
Fungi Barban-treated soil supported fewer fungal 
isolates than either control or Carbyne-treated soil. Carbyne 
treatment was seen earlier as the more inhibitory (Fig 18), and 
A t  may be that in the current experiment, sporing of the fungi 
took place prior to counting. The main difference between the 
treatments, however, was in the qualitative changes which occurred.
A range of fungal types was present in control and barban-treated 
soil, but Carbyne treatment had evidently selected for only fungi 
of the Pénicillium-type (Plate 6).
Plate 6 
Growth of fungi from soil
Soil had been Incubated for 135 days following 
treatment with 200 ppm barban or 200 ppm barban 
as Carbyne (i.e. at termination of static COg- 
evolution experiment). Recovery medium soil 
extract agar, soil dilution ICT^, incubation 






(e) Growth properties of fungal isolates Fungi selected 
randomly from the plate counts of control, barban and Carbyne- 
treated soil were screened for their ability to grow on Czapek Dox 
agar containing a range of concentrations of solvent or Carbyne 
(O, 10, 50, 100, 150 and 200 ppm barban as Carbyne, and equivalent 
solvent concentrations of 0, 70.4, 352, 704, 1056 & 1408 ppm).
The selected fungal isolates (50) were streaked onto slopes of 
Czapek Dox agar and incubated at 25° for 3-4 days. Using the 
multipoint inoculator, the isolates were then transferred to Repli 
dishes cotaining Czapek Dox agar supplemented with Carbyne or solvent, 
All fungi isolated from Carbyne-treated soil retained the ability 
to grow in the presence of high concentrations of Carbyne and 
solvent while fungi isolated from control and barban-treated soil 
were far less tolerant, particularly to Carbyne (Table 4). Growth 
of several of these isolates was recorded photographically (Plate 7) 
and it is interesting to note the changes in morphological 
appearance of many of the isolates brought about by increasing 
concentrations of solvent or Carbyne; thus many of the ̂ enicillia 
chainged from green (sporing) to white (non-sporing) forms. This 
effect was more obvious in solvent treatment than Carbyne. An 
inhibitory effect on fungal sporulation by IPC and CIPC (both 
pure and formulated) has also been observed recently by Wright 
(pens. comm.).
(ii) 220 days incubation Soil treated with barban, Carbyne or 
solvent at concentrations equivalent to 200 ppm barban was 
examined following 220 days incubation in the *gas flow* experiment.
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Plate 7
Ability of fungi to grow on Czapek Dox agar 
containing various concentrations of
(i) solvent (ii) Carbyne
The fungi were isolated from soil incubated for 
135 days following treatment with 200 ppm, barban 
or 200 ppm barban as Carbyne (i.e. at termination 
of 'static* COg-evolution experiment). Isolates 
were pooled and incubation was 7 days at 25°.
(N.B. On plate (i), for 10, 50, 100, 150 and 200 ppm 
solvent read 70.4, 352, 704, 1056 and 1408 ppm 
respectively).
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compared with numbers present in untreated soil similarly 
incubated. The results, together with COg-evolution figures 
for the corresponding period (Pigs 11, 12 & 13) are shown in 
Table 5. The bacterial counts agreed closely with those obtained 
after 135 days incubation. Barban and Carbyne-treated soil 
supported significantly higher populations of bacteria than 
control soil although numbers of aerobic spore-forming bacteria 
were almost identical. Solvent-treated soil, although supporting 
slightly more spore-forming types, had a total bacterial population 
similar to the control. Fungal populations were reduced 50% by 
treatment with both barban and Carbyne.
Thus all counts of propagules from soil revealed that while 
bacterial populations were generally stimulated by treatments 
with Carbyne, solvent and barban, fungal populations were 
reduced (Figs 18 & 19; Tables 3 & 5). A closer study of the 
properties of soil micro-organisms was considered appropriate 
at this stage, to see whether the treatments had induced 
qualitative, in addition to quantitative, changes in the soil 
microbial population.
Properties of microbial isolates from treated soil
(a) Bacteria Growth and physiological properties of bacteria 
isolated during total propagule counts of control,barban, solvent 
and Carbyne-treated soil (Fig 19) were examined in Repli dishes 
using the multipoint inoculation system. The bacteria (48 
isolates per treatment) were screened for the ability to form 
visible growth within 14 days incubation on nutrient agar 
supplemented with (a) 200 ppm barban as Carbyne and (b) an 
equivalent concentration of solvent (1408 ppm). Incubation was 
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of physiological tests which had been selected with the 
following objectives in mind:-
(i) The tests had to be operable in Repli dishes 
using the multipoint inoculation system.
(ii) The tests were concerned with either carbon
compound utilization, i.e. glucose metabolism, 
hydrolysis of starch and production of phosphatase, 
or with stages of the nitrogen cycle, i.e. urea 
hydrolysis or production of nitrate reductase.
The bacteria examined were isolated from soil which had 
been incubated for 5, 54 and 131 days following treatment. These 
incubation times corresponded to interesting periods in terms 
of the microbial respiration of the treated soil (Figs 11 to 
17), involving a period of stimulated activity as compared to 
control soil (5 days), a period of similar activity (54 days), 
and a period where Carbyne, and to a less extent barban, was 
inhibitory to respiration (131 days). The results are shown 
in Tables 6 & 7.
5 days More them 95% of the isolates from each treated 
soil grew on nutrient agar. The presence of solvent in the medium 
drastically reduced the number of propagules capable of growth 
from control and barban-treated soil, only approximately 25% 
surviving compared to 80% from soil treated with solvent and 
Carbyne. The inhibitory effect of Carbyne on the growth of 
bacteria from control and barban-treated soil was even more 
pronounced, only approximately 15% recovery being recorded. In 
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soil on media containing Carbyne was 63% and 71% respectively.
Results of the physiological tests revealed that, compared 
with untreated soil, a substantially greater proportion of 
the population of bacteria from Carbyne and solvent-treated soil 
were able to produce urease and NOg~ reductase, while phosphatase 
production was more common in isolates from barban and Carbyne- 
treated soil. Numbers of bacteria oxidising glucose were 
depressed slightly in barban-treated soil and stimulated slightly 
in solvent-treated soil. Numbers of organisms capable of 
hydrolysing starch were similar in all soil, but some of the 
isolates from barban and Carbyne-treated soil produced 
o C -amylase only.
54 days Similar results to those from the 5 day treatment 
were recorded for the growth properties of bacteria from the 
various treatments, the highest percentage of organisms retaining 
the ability to grow on nutrient agar in the presence of solvent 
and Carbyne being isolated from soil treated with these same 
compounds. Production of urease and NOg~-reductase by the various 
isolates was similar to that after 5 days treatment, but numbers 
of organisms capable of oxidising glucose were similar for all 
treatments at this stage. Phosphatase-producing organisms were 
markedly stimulated in soil treated with barban and, to a less 
extent, Carbyne. Although numbers of isolates hydrolysing starch 
were similar for all treatments, almost all the organisms from 
barban and Carbyne-treated soil only produced the enzyme <<-amylase.
131 days Percentage recovery on nutrient agar from each 
sample was lower at this stage, particularly from soil treated 
with Carbyne. Although the pattern of recovery of isolates on
67.
media containing solvent and Carbyne was similar to those 
obtained after 5 and 54 days treatment, the actual numbers of 
organisms capable of growth were reduced, particularly those 
from Carbyne and solvent-treated soil. Barban treatment reduced 
the proportion of organisms capable of oxidising glucose, and 
markedly reduced the proportion producing urease. Only solvent 
treatment appeared to stimulate numbers of urease producers.
Numbers of NO^^-reductase producing organisms were still stimulated 
in soil treated with solvent and Carbyne, amd barban and Carbyne 
treatment similarly increased numbers of phosphatase-producing 
organisms at this stage. Again the majority of organisms from 
barban and Carbyne-treated soil which hydrolysed starch only 
produced cC-amylase.
(b) Fungi Growth properties of fungi isolated from total 
propagule counts of control, barban, solvent and Carbyne-treated 
soil (Fig 18) are shown in Table 8, cind recorded photographically 
in Plates 8a, 8b, 9a and 9b. The fungi (24 per treatment) were 
isolated from soil incubated for 5, 54 and 131 days following 
treatment amd were screened for the ability to produce visible 
growth within 7 days on Czapek Dox agar + Carbyne or solvent. 
Incubation temperature was 25°. (Final concentrations in the 
medium were 100 & 200 ppm barban as Carbyne, and equivalent 
concentrations of solvent of 704 & 1408 ppm).
5 days (Plates 8a 8c 8 b) The presence of solvent in 
the medium considerably reduced the number of fungi recovered 
from all soil samples except that treated with solvent. Of 
these latter isolates, only one was unable to grow in pure 
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Plate 8b
Ability of fungi, isolated from soil incubated for 
3 days following treatment, to grow on Czapek Dox 
agar containing various concentrations of Carbyne 
or solvent equivalent
Tested by Repli dish technique, incubation 7 days 
at 25°.
Soil treatment:- (i) 200 ppm barban as Carbyne
(ii) Solvent equiv. (l408 ppm)
(N.B. On plates, for 100 ppm and 200 ppm solvent 
read 704 ppm and 1408 ppm respectively).
 _
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of numbers occurred in isolates from Carbyne-treated soil,
Carbyne incorporated into the medium resulted in an even more 
pronounced inhibition of fungal development in all cases,
34 days Results similar to those from 5 days treatment 
were recorded for isolates from control, barban and solvent- 
treated soil, but many fungi from Carbyne-treated soil were able 
to grow on the Carbyne-supplemented medium at this stage,
131 days (Plates 9a & 9b), At this stage of incubation, 
isolates from solvent-treated soil appeared to have the greater 
tolerance to the presence of the higher concentrations of solvent 
and, to a less extent, Carbyne,
Effect of Carbyne and its components on physiological processes in soil
(a) Glucose utilization As Carbyne and barban applications had 
previously been shown to inhibit the process of glucose metabolism 
in soil (Figs 27 & 28), it was decided to determine the duration 
and extent of the inhibition, and to examine specifically the 
role cf the solvent component. The experiment was carried out on 
soil used in the long-term O^-uptake experiment (Fig 17), On each 
sampling occasion, Og-uptake at 25^ by 20g soil was recorded for 
4j hr. The soil samples were then supplemented with 2 ml 0,2% 
glucose and O^-uptake recorded over a further 4g hr period. In 
addition, 1 ml 0,2% glucose was added to further 10 g samples of 
soil at the same stage of treatment and the rate of glucose 
utilization determined chemically. By these two methods, rate 
of glucose utilization in soil was determined at intervals 
during long-term incubation following treatment with barban,
Carbyne or solvent at concentrations of 200 ppm barban, 200 
ppm barban as Carbyne (plus 1408 ppm solvent) and 1408 ppm 
solvent. The relevant points emerging from this study are shown
Plate 9a
Ability of fungi, isolated from soil incubated 
for 131 days following treatment, to grow on 
Czapek Pox agar containing various concentrations 
of Carbyne or solvent equivalent
Tested by Repli dish technique, incubation 7 days 
at 25°.
Soil treatment:- (i) Untreated (control)
(ii) 200 ppm barban
(N.B. On plates, for 100 ppm and 200 ppm solvent 













Ability of fungi, isolated from soil incubated 
for 131 days following treatment, to grow on 
Czapek Pox agar containing various concentrations 
of Carbyne or solvent equivalent
Tested by Repli dish technique, incubation 7 days at 
25°.
Soil treatment;- (i) 200 ppm barban as Carbyne 
(ii) Solvent equiv. (l408 ppm)
(N.B. On plates, for 100 ppm and 200 ppm solvent 
read 704 ppm and 1408 ppm respectively).
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in Figs 30 to 37 and are summarized in Fig 38. Results of 0^- 
uptalce from soil not supplemented with glucose are also included 
in Figs 30, 32, 34 & 36.
Oxygen uptake by soil 2 days after spraying shoved a n  
immediate and typical rise when supplied with a fresh carbon 
source in the form of glucose (Fig 30). This was particularly 
noticeable in control soil where a high level of activity was 
present until the substrate became exhausted, at which point 
(after approximately hr) Og-uptake returned to a rate similar 
to that in unsupplemented soil. The similarity of the O^-uptake 
values in the supplemented soil samples during this 2j hr period 
indicated that the various treatments had little effect on the 
ability of soil to utilize glucose at this stage. The chemical 
estimation of glucose remaining in the soil confirmed this, showing 
that in each case approximately 80% disappeared in the first 2-2j 
hr (Fig 31).
Nine days after treatment, O^-uptake in the presence of 
glucose was inhibited in barban-treated soil, indicating that the 
glucose was not being utlized as readily as in untreated soil 
(Fig 32). Carbyne treatment also appeared to slightly reduce 
glucose utilization but only during the first 1 - 1 ^  hr. The 
inhibition of O^-uptake in the presence of glucose by barban and, 
to a small extent, by Carbyne treatment was in contrast to the 
situation in the corresponding unsupplemented soil where both 
treatments stimulated Og-uptake. The chemical estimation confirmed 
that glucose was metabolized at a slower rate in barban-treated 
soil and that there was a lag in glucose utilization during early 
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caused no inhibition of glucose metabolism.
After 20 days, O^-uptake in the presence of glucose was 
again stimulated in solvent-treated soil but substantially 
depressed in both Carbyne and barban-treated soil (Fig 34).
The depressed Og-uptake was particularly noticeable during the 
first 2^ hr, the period of optimal glucose utilization in control 
soil. Confirmation of these inhibitory effects was provided by 
the chemical analyses (Pig 35).
The above trend of metabolism continued for a considerable 
period, the inhibition of glucose utilization becoming more 
pronounced in barban and Carbyne-treated soil. After 107 days, 
inhibition of O^-uptake in the presence of glucose became more 
pronounced in Carbyne-treated soil than in soil treated with barban 
(Fig 36). Chemical estimations revealed a very slow utilization 
of glucose in these samples, some 65% remaining after 12 hr while 
complete utilization occurred in 6 hr in untreated soil (Fig 37). 
Solvent-treated soil also showed a slight inhibition of O^-uptake 
in the presence of glucose (Fig 36) which was reflected in the 
slower utilization of glucose (Fig 37).
Oxygen uptake results obtained over the 180 day period 
examined are summarized in Fig 38. Individual results for this 
summary were analysed after 2j hr incubation, the period during 
which maximum glucose utilization took place in control soil. By 
selecting this analysis point, a more accurate picture of inhibition 
of glucose metabolism caused by treatments was obtained. Solvent 
treated soil showed a stimulation of O^-uptake during early stages 
of incubation which declined gradually towards control level and 
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barban treatment produced a very rapid onset of inhibition of 
glucose metabolism which reached a maximum of 55% before 
tailing off* Carbyne treatment did not result in such an 
early inhibition of glucose utilization as barban, but once 
established (day 20), followed a similar trend of inhibition, 
again reaching a maximum of 55% before tailing off.
Thus, the inhibition of glucose metabolism in soil was 
clearly demonstrated to be due to treatment with either barban 
or Carbyne, with solvent treatment causing only slight inhibition 
of the process during late stages of incubation. Investigations 
were broadened to determine effects on the utilization of some 
other sugars.
(b) Utilization of a range of sugars Soil treated to give 
final concentrations of 200 ppm barbcin, 200 ppm barban as 
Carbyne (plus 1408 ppm solvent) and 1408 ppm solvent, together 
with untreated (control) soil, were incubated at 25^ in polythene 
bags. After 35 days incubation, Og-uptake was recorded on 20 g 
samples of the soil. The results revealed a similar consumption 
of Og by all soil over a period of 2j hr (Fig 39). The samples 
were then supplemented with a range of sugars to give a final 
concentration of 0.02%, and O^-uptake recorded over a further 
2j hr period. Utilization of all sugars except amylose was 
markedly suppressed in soil containing the active ingredient 
barban, either alone or in combination with solvent as Carbyne 
(Table 9). The inhibition of Og-uptake ranged from 38 - 54% 
for barban treatment and 23 - 58% for Carbyne. Solvent 
treatment had very little effect on the utilization of glucose, 
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of arabinose, mannose and xylose, was inhibited by 23.1, 20.6 and 
22.6% respectively, this was fâr less than that observed in the 
corresponding barban and Carbyne treated soil. In marked contrast 
to the above sugars, in the presence of amylose Og-uptake was 
stimulated by more than 20% from all treated soil compared with 
control soil similarly supplemented. It is interesting to note 
that Og consumed from the metabolism of amylose in soil treated 
with barban and Carbyne was almost identical to that produced 
from glucose, while in control and solvent-treated soil, Og-uptake 
from glucose was 2j times that from amylose (Fig 39).
An explanation of inhibition of sugar metabolism by 
herbicide treatment was thought to lie at the enzyme level.
As the preliminary step in sugar utilization in microbial cells 
is phosphorylation, an increase in phosphatase activity could 
result in immediate de-phosphorylation of the sugars so blocking 
their metabolism. Estimates of phosphatase-enzyme activity 
in soil were therefore carried out.
(c) Phosphatase activity Phosphatase activity was determined 
in soil treated as in the previous experiment. The results, 
expressed as % of control, cover an incubation period of 210 days. 
Absolute values of phosphatase activity ranged from 1.2 - 3.6 mg 
phenol/g dry soil.
During early stages of incubation, all treatments 
depressed phosphatase activity, with Carbyne treatment being 
most inhibitory (Fig 40). However, from day 43 onwards, 
barban-treated soil shoved a prolonged stimulation of phosphatase 
activity which remained for the duration of the experiment, 
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treated soil did not show a stimulation of phosphatase activity 
until much later (day 82), but once established remained at a 
level of activity 10% higher than control soil for the duration 
of the experiment. During the later stages of stimulated 
phosphatase activity* in barban and Carbyne-treated soil, solvent 
treatment produced a 4-8% depression of activity.
Nitrification
(a) Effect of Carbyne and its components on nitrification in 
soil enriched with ammonium sulphate. Nitrification in un­
enriched soil was strongly inhibited by barban and Carbyne 
over a period of 126 days incubation (Figs 20 & 2l). In the 
current experiment, treated soil was enriched with (NH^)gSO^ 
solution to ascertain whether nitrification would occur in the 
presence of readily available NĤ "̂ . At regular intervals, fresh 
soil was incorporated into the treated soil samples to determine 
whether a stage of herbicide detoxification was eventually 
reached when nitrification could re-establish itself in the soil 
given a suitable inoculum of nitrifying organisms.
Duplicate soil samples were sprayed with either barban, 
Carbyne or solvent to give final concentrations equivalent to 
200 ppm barban (i.e. 200 ppm barban as Carbyne and 1408 ppm 
solvent). Untreated (control) soil was sprayed with water.
At zero-time and at intervals of 3 weeks, 2 x 300 g aliquots 
of soil from each replicate were enriched with 200 ppm (o.d.b.) 
NH^”*' - N in the form of (NH^)gSO^ solution. From each enriched 
sample;-
(i) ^  g soil were immediately stored at -15° for zero-time
analysis of NĤ '*’, NOg~ and N0^~ content.
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(ii) 120 g soil were placed in double polythene bags and 
incubated at 25°. Forty gram samples were taken from the bags 
after 1, 2 and 4 weeks incubation and again stored at -15° for 
analysis as above.
(iii) To the remaining 140 g enriched soil were added 20 g
fresh untreated soil to act as an inoculum of nitrifying organisms. 
The 160 g soil were thoroughly mixed and 40 g stored at -15° 
for zero-time analysis. The remaining 120 g were incubated in 
double polythene bags at 25°, sampled after 1, 2 and 4 weeks 
and deep frozen for analysis as before.
Hence, enrichment of treated soil with (NH^)gSO^ was 
carried out at 3-week intervals, the enriched samples then 
being analysed for NH^^, NOg and NO^” content over a period 
of 4 weeks.
Results of NO^ -analysis of soil following the first 
enrichment with (NH^)gSO^ are given in Fig 41. Comparing the 
two graphs it can be seen that the addition of a fresh soil 
inoculum made no appreciable difference to the status in
treated and control soil at this stage. Control soil accumulated 
NOg at a rapid rate while Carbyne and barban-treated soil 
showed no nitrification at all. In solvent-treated soil, NO^ - 
formation only occurred during the last 2 weeks.
Addition of a fresh soil inoculum also made no difference 
to the NH^^ content of the soil samples (Fig 42). A distinct 
loss in NH^^ content occurred in control soil which corresponded 
to the conversion to NO^” observed. In treated soi^, where 
nitrification was inhibited, there was an accumulation of NH^^. 
However, some oxidation of NĤ "** was evident in solvent-treated
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soil towards the end of the 4-week incubation period.
Following the second enrichment (period 3-7 weeks after 
spraying) it was apparent that nitrification had ’recovered* in 
solvent-treated soil, an appreciable formation of 
occurring (Fig 43). Carbyne and barban-treated soil agguLn showed 
no signs of nitrification. There was little difference in the NO^* 
status of soil with or without the fresh soil inoculum, merely a 
slight increase in NO^ formation in solvent-treated soil in the 
presence of fresh soil.
The content of the soil samples reflected the N0^~-
formation. There were signs of oxidation in solvent-
treated soil but net in Carbyne and barban-treated soil (Fig 44). 
Slightly lower results were obtained for content in all soil
containing a fresh soil inoculum and was due to these samples 
effectively receiving 12j% less (NH^)gSO^ during enrichment.
The fresh soil did not enhance the rate of oxidation in
any soil.
Again during enrichment period 3 (6 - 10 weeks after»
initial treatment), NO^ -production increased in control and 
solvent-treated soil but remained at approximately 30 ppm for 
soil treated with Carbyne and barban (Fig 45). Control and 
solvent-treated soil showed a steady rate of nitrification with 
a consequent depletion of while Carbyne and barban-treated
soil continued to accumulate (Fig 46). In neither case
did the 12j% fresh soil inoculum induce nitrification in barban 
and Carbyne-treated soil.
During enrichment periods 4 and 5 (weeks 9-13 and 12-16 
respectively) the rate of nitrification in solvent-treated soil 
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treated soil shoved no indication of nitrification (Figs 47 to 50). 
No nitrification occurred on addition of fresh soil to barban 
and Carbyne-treated soil.
It can be seen that the zero-time content of control
and solvent-treated soil showed a steady increase during the 
course of the experiment (from 40 to 140 ppm NO^~-N). This was 
due to nitrification proceeding in the unenriched soil. As no 
nitrification occurred in unenriched soil treated with Carbyne 
and barban, the residual NO^~-N content remained at 30 ppm. 
Similarly, zero-time NH^^-N content in Carbyne and barban-treated 
soil increased from 140 ppm to over 200 ppm since no oxidation 
took place of the continuously produced in the unenriched
soil. Untreated and solvent-treated soil maintained a zero-time 
level of 120 ppm NH^^-N which was almost solely attributable 
to the addition of 200 ppm NĤ '*’-N as (NH^)gSO^, (NH^^ content 
of a nitrifying soil is negligible.
Thus, the inhibition of nitrification by the active 
ingredient barban, either alone or in combination with solvent 
as Carbyne, was shown to be very persistent with no recovery of 
nitrifying populations occurring even under the favourable 
conditions of NH^^-enrichment.
(b) Estimation of nitrifying population in soil treated with 
Carbyne and its components In an attempt to substantiate 
the persistent inhibitory effect of the herbicide on nitrification, 
the size of the nitrifying populations in soil was estimated 
during long-term exposure to barban, Carbyne and solvent at
concentrations equivalent to 200 ppm barban.
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which Nitrosojnonas and Nitrobacter were detected are shown in 
Table 10* After 5 days incubation following treatment, the 
presence of Nitrosomonas was demonstrated in all soil, at a 
maximum dilution of lO” in control soil and 10~ in treated 
soil. Nitrobacter. although present at the lO”  ̂dilution in 
control and barban-treated soil, was undetectable at this 
stage in soil treated with Carbyne or solvent. There was a 
substantial change after this point, however, as from day 21 
neither Nitrosomonas nor Nitrobacter could be detected in soil 
treated with barban or Carbyne. In solvent-treated soil, 
Nitrosomonas remained detectable at dilutions similar to those 
in control soil for the remainder of the experiment, and Nitrobacter 
became detectable at the 10~^ dilution from day 54.
As barban and Carbyne at a concentration equivalent to 
200 ppm barban completely inhibited nitrification for a period 
exceeding 100 days, it was decided to investigate the effect 
of lower concnetrations of the herbicide on the process.
Carbyne was chosen, being easier to apply in solution than barbam.
(c) Effect of Carbyne concentration on nitrification in mineral 
and organic soil
(i) Mineral soil The ’static (polythene bag) incubation* 
and ’soil perfusion’ methods were used to examine the effect of 
Carbyne on nitrification in a mineral soil supplemented with 
(NH^)gSO^ solution. In the soil perfusion method, the soil 
columns were of untreated soil and the herbicide was added 
to the perfusate (see Methods section). Final concentrations 
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Under static incubation, NO^'-content in untreated soil 
increased rapidly during the first week (from 16 to 175 pg NO^'/g 
soil) and remained at this level for the next 7 days (Fig 51). 
Addition of 5 ppm barban as Carbyne caused a lag in production
during the first 7 days (135 fig H O ^ / g  soil being produced) but 
the soil continued to accumulate NO^" during the final 7 days^ 
eventually attaining the same level as control soil. Carbyne 
at concentrations equivalent to 50 and 200 ppm barban completely 
inhibited nitrification over the 14 days examined.
Using the soil perfusion method, similar results were 
obtained. However, there was no lag in NO^” production in soil 
perfused with the lowest concentration of Carbyne, rather a 
stimulation was observed throughout the 14-day period. Although 
no net increase in NO^” content was recorded after perfusion 
with the higher concentrations of Carbyne for 14 days, 
nitrification did occur during early stages, presumably before 
a toxic concentration of herbicide built up in the soil.
(ii) Organic soil The "static incubation" and "perfusion"
methods were again used. In this experiment, the perfusion 
columns were packed with soil pre-treated with the herbicide 
and then perfused with (NH^)2$0^ solution (see Methods section). 
Treatment gave final concentrations of 5, 20, 35 and 50 npm 
barban as Carbyne in the soil.
Comparing the results of the "static" incubation method 
for both untreated soil types, it can be seen that although the 
organic soil (Fig 52) contained a higher residual NO^ content 
than the mineral soil (Fig 51), the subsequent rate of nitrification 
was much slower. Carbyne inhibited nitrification at all 
concentrations in organic soil, the extent of inhibition being 
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In the perfusion experiment, the lover concentrations of 
Carbyne (equivalent to 3 and 20 ppm barban) had no inhibitory 
effect on nitrification and in fact caused a slight stimulation. 
At higher concentrations (equivalent to 35 and 50 ppm barban), 
Carbyne reduced NO^” accumulation over the 20 day period by 
39 and 55% respectively.
Effects of the active ingredient barban on microbial 
activities such as nitrification, glucose metabolism, O^-uptake, 
and COg-evolution have been demonstrated to te long-lasting 
and attributable to relatively low concentrations of the 
herbicide in some cases. However, barban has been reported to 
disappear very quickly in soil (Dubrovin, 1962) and therefore 
the possibility of a metabolite being formed which could account 
for the observed phenomena was examined, _3-chloroainiline is the 
most likely metabolite of barban to be formed in soil (Kaufman, 
1967). This is supported by the fact that Wright & Forey (1972) 
observed that a Pénicillium isolated from Carbyne-treated soil 
(plate 6) converted barban to chioroaniline. For this reason,
estimations of ̂ -chloroaniline in soil were carried out.
Determination of 3-chloroaniline present in soil treated with 
Carbyne and its components
Soil was analysed for the presence of ̂ -chloroaniline at 
intervals during a prolonged period (197 days) of incubation 
following treatment with barban, Carbyne and solvent at final 
concentrations in soil equivalent to 200 ppm barban. The results 
are expressed as jig chloroaniline/ÏOO g soil.
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Negligible amounts of ̂ -chloroaniline were detected in 
control and solvent -treated soil during the whole period of 
examination (Fig 53). In barban-treated soil, 120 p,g _3-chloro- 
aniline (1.2 ppm) was detected after only 7 days incubation.
This increased to a peak of 221 pg after 71 days incubation 
before steadily declining to the 106 pg recorded at the 
termination of the experiment. During early stages of 
incubation, the concentration of ̂ -chloroaniline detected in 
soil treated with Carbyne was appreciably less than from barban 
(only 32 |ig after 7 days). However, this concentration 
increased steadily to a peak of 210 pg after 115 days incubation. 
During latter stages of incubation, the ̂ -chloroaniline content 
of soil treated with Carbyne was greater than in barban-treated 
soil, the concentration at the termination of the experiment 
being 141 pg. Thus, from 200 ppm of the parent herbicide applied 
to the soil, a maximum of only 2.2 ppm of the expected metabolite 
(_3-chloroaniline) was detectable. Recovery of ̂ -chloroaniline 
from soil sprayed directly to give 1 and 10 ppm ̂ -chloroaniline 
was 43 and 47% respectively when sampled immediately.
As detectable amounts of ̂ -chloroaniline had nonetheless 
been found in the herbicide-treated soil, attempts were made to 
determine whether low concentrations of Jt-chloroaniline applied 
directly to soil could produce effects on O^-uptake, glucose 
utilization, phosphatase activity and nitrification similar to those 
reported previously in soil treated with barban and Carbyne.
Initial eq>eriments were designed to determine % recovery and 
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Persistence of ̂ -chloroaniline in soil
Two kilogram samples of soil (o.d.b.) were treated with 
3-chloroaniline to give final concentrations of 5, 10 and 50 ppm. 
Three replicates per treatment were sprayed. As ̂ -chloroaniline 
is virtually insoluble in water, the chemical was applied in 20 ml 
acetone. The untreated (control) soil also received 20 ml acetone. 
The soil samples were then spread in a thin layer and the 
acetone allowed to evaporate for 4 hr. Evaporation was assisted 
by use of an electric fan. Finally, the moisture content of the 
soil was adjusted to its approximate field capacity by the addition 
of water.
Chloroaniline determinations over a period of 62 days 
incubation of the soil are shown in Fig 54. Zerotime analysis 
of soil containing 5 and 10 ppm ̂ -chloroaniline showed a recovery 
of 45 and 36% respectively, with negligible chloroaniline 
detectable in untreated soil (no corresponding result was obtained 
for soil containing 50 ppm ̂ -chloroaniline). The chloroaniline 
content of soil treated initially at concentrations of 5 and 10 ppm 
^-chloroaniline declined sharply to almost control level (O.l ppm) 
by day 8 and remained at this level for the duration of the 
experiment. Soil treated with 50 ppm ̂ -chloroaniline contained 
3.1 ppm at day 8, and this declined steadily to 0.6 ppm detectable 
chloroaniline at the termination of the experiment.
Effect of ^-chloroaniline on physiological processes in soil
(a) Phosphatase activity Phosphatase activity was estimated 
in samples of soil used to determine the persistence of ̂ -chloro- 
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compared with control soil during the first 22 days incubation 
(Fig 55). At each analysis date, stimulation of phosphatase 
activity vas in proportion to the amount of ̂ -chloroaniline 
originally applied, with soil treated at the highest concentration 
having 18% more phosphatase activity than the untreated control 
at day 12. During the remainder of the incubation period, 
however, phosphatase activity was depressed below the control 
level in all treated soil. Absolute values for phosphatase 
activity were in the range 1.8 - 3.7 mg phenol/g dry soil.
(b) Oxygen uptake and glucose utilization Oxygen uptake 
by soil treated at concentrations of 5, 10 and 50 ppm ̂ -chloro- 
aniline was examined over a 4j hr period and compared to control 
soil. The soil samples were then supplemented with 0.02% glucose 
and Og-uptake recorded for a further 4j hr. Soil was examined in 
this manner after 4, 11 and 28 days incubation following initial 
treatment. In addition (to this manometric experiment), soil 
at the same stage of incubation as above was supplemented with 
0.02% glucose and the rate of glucose utilization was determined.
(i) Unsupplemented soil At all stages of incubation there 
was little difference in O^-uptake between control and treated 
soil (Fig 56). After 28 days incubation, a slight depression of 
Og-uptake occurred in all treated soil, the depression being greatest 
in the presence of 50 ppm ̂ -chloroaniline.
(ii) Soil supplemented with glucose Oxygen uptake was 
very slightly stimulated by ̂ -chloroaniline treatment at most 
stages of incubation, but there was no apparent correlation between 
extent of stimulation and concentration of ̂ -chloroaniline applied 
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in soil confirmed that ^-chloroaniline treatment exerted very 
little effect on glucose utilization (Fig 57).
(c) Nitrification From soil treated to give final concentrations 
of 5, 10 and 50 ppm ̂ -chloroaniline, 2 x 300 g samples were taken 
from each replicate and enriched with 200 ppm NH^^-N 
(o.d.b.) in the form of (NH^)gSO^ solution. NH^^, NOg" and NO^” 
content of 50 g sub-samples was then determined at zero-time and 
after 1, 2 and 4 weeks incubation. Nitrification, as shown by 
NOg" production and NH^^ utilization, was strongly inhibited 
in soil treated with the highest concentration of ̂ -chloroaniline 
during the first 2 weeks intubation, but the process showed a 
recovery during the final 2 weeks (Fig 58). Nitrification was 
slightly inhibited in soil containing 5 and 10 ppm ̂ -chloroaniline 
after 2 weeks incubation (compared with untreated soil), but by 
week 4 had recovered completely. It was therefore apparent 
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The addition of most complex organic molecules to soil 
would be expected to result in a response by the soil microbial 
population. The response, whether a stimulation or suppression 
of microbial activity should ideally be only transient, with 
microbial activity returning to its original state as soon as 
possible. In this study, respiration, counts of fungal and 
bacterial propagules, and nitrification were selected as parameters 
of microbial activity in soil, within which the effect of herbicide­
treatment was examined over a long period of incubation.
The dosage frequently used in this study (200 ppm barban) 
is far in excess of the recommended field application of approximately 
0 . 5 - 1  ppm, and may seem unjustifiably high particularly as the 
herbicide is applied post-emergence and some of the compound will 
be retained by the foliage. However, when examining effects 
caused by herbicide treatment, an application rate must be chosen 
which is in excess of the maximum possible concentration 
resulting under field conditions, and must take into account 
all factors bearing on the concentration achieved, including 
uneven spraying techniques, moisture content of the soil, 
solubility and adsorption of the herbicide. As discussed earlier, 
Kearney et al. (1965) suggested that the actual concentration 
achieved in localised areas in soil could exceed 30 times the 
expected rate. In addition, a sufficiently high concentration 
of herbicide must be chosen to enable effects to be observed 
and studied closely under laboratory conditions. Earlier work 
(Quilt, 1968) had demonstrated several effects occurring in 
soil following application of Carbyne to give a final concentration
85.
of 156 ppm active ingredient (on an air-dry soil basis).
All reference in this section to soil containing barbem, 
Carbyne and solvent implies concentrations of 200 ppm barban,
200 ppm barban as Carbyne and 1408 ppm solvent, except where 
otherwise indicated.
Respiration The long-term response to the addition of barban, 
Carbyne or solvent could be divided into 3 stages.
(1) An early stimulation of activity which gradually declined 
towards control level. Carbyne and solvent applications resulted 
in the greater stimulation, which was to be expected considering 
the large source of utilizable solvent applied (corresponding
to 0.12% organic carbon in soil). The solvent components were 
later shown to be utilized by micro-organisms. The immediate 
stimulation of Og-uptake in soil following application of low 
concentrations of Carbyne and solvent demonstrated the ease of 
utilization of the solvent components.
(2) Following this early period of stimulated activity, the 
respiration of all treated soil returned to control level by about 
day 40.
(3) During the final stage, responses differed between treatments. 
The respiration of the microbial population in soil treated W3 th 
solvent remained very close to control level for the remainder
of the incubation periods (220 days in COg-evolution experiments 
and 180 days in O^-uptake experiments). It would appear therefore, 
that the solvent fraction in soil had been completely utilized 
within 40 days and activity then returned to normal control level. 
Carbyne treatment resulted in a very pronounced depression of 
respiration during this stage which remained significantly lower
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than control soil at the 5 %  probability level for the remainder 
of the incubation periods. The inhibition was approximately 30% 
and was not merely due to substrate deficiency.
Although barban treatment resulted in a pattern of COg- 
evolution very similar to that caused by solvent treatment during 
this final stage, the depression of Og-uptake was prolonged.
This implicated barban as the ingredient of Carbyne responsible 
for the significant depression in respiration. Bartha, Lanzilotta 
& Pramer (1967), observed a stimulation of COg evolved from soil 
treated with barban (150 ppm and 1500 ppm) followed by a 
subsequent decrease after 5 or 6 days incubation and concluded 
that partial oxidation of barban had takeiplace.
In the present study, interpretation of herbicide effects 
on microbial activity based solely on the parameters of respiration 
suggested the possibility that during early stages of incubation, 
compounds applied were;- (a) readily metabolized - the response 
of increased microbial respiration indicated the applied substrate 
was being degraded, and (b) non-toxic to the microflora.
However, more information was obtained when the results were 
interpreted in the light of propagule counts.
Propagule counts In soil treated with Carbyne and solvent, the 
initial large increase in respiration was reflected in a greatly 
increased bacterial population^ the organisms responding to the 
additional source of utilizable carbon present as solvent. Throughout 
the remainder of the incubation period (l80 days) the number of 
bacterial propagules gradually declined although always 
remaining significantly higher than in control soil. Bacteria, 
therefore, responded rapidly to addition of fresh substrate, but
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declined very slowly after the substrate had been removed (the 
respiratory activity of soil micro-organisms indicated that the 
solvent components had been utilized within 40 days). Fungal 
populations did not respond in the same manner as bacteria,
Carbyne treatment significantly suppressing number of fungi 
during the whole period of examination. Microbial activity 
measured as respiration therefore completely masked the selective 
action of Carbyne against fungi.
With barban treatment, no initial rise in microbial 
populations occurred, so the increased COg-evolution and Og-uptake 
observed during this period reflected an increased respiration 
rate of the existing populations in the soil. The increase in 
bacterial populations at later stages of incubation could have 
been due to;- (a) a modification of the barban molecule into a 
utilizable form, e.g. the utilization of the aliphatic side chain,
(b) the establishment of a barban-metabolizing population^, (c) 
the inhibition of fungi allowing the bacterial population to 
increase.
During later stages of incubation, although a significantly 
higher bacterial population was present in Carbyne-treated soil 
than control soil, a markedly lower metabolic activity was 
recorded. Accepting the view of Domsch (1963) that bacteria 
and not fungi are the main contributors of COg-evolution 
and Og-uptake, the results would suggest a respiratory malfunction 
of the organisms. This was further supported by the extremely 
small size of bacterial colonies isolated from Carbyne-treated 
soil at late stages of incubation. Low rates of recovery were
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obtained during subsequent subculture of these isolates onto 
nutrient agar for physiological and morphological examination.
The selective action of the herbicide was emphasized by 
the reduced spectrum of fungal isolates appearing on plate counts 
from Carbyne-treated soil. Incubation of soil for 135 days 
following treatment with Carbyne selected completely for 
Pénicillium types. It was subsequently established that this 
Pénicillium quantitatively degraded barban to 3-chloroaniline 
(Vright & Forey, 1972). It would appear that a synergistic reaction 
between barban and solvent in combination as Carbyne produced a 
far greater reduction of fungal types and number than either 
constituent alone.
Finally, although total numbers of bacteria were stimulated 
in all treated soil after 135 days incubation, aerobic spore- 
forming bacteria were unaffected. Further incubation (until 220 
days) resulted in a slight increase in spore-formers in solvent- 
treated soil.
The observed selective effects of the herbicide and its 
components of formulation demonstrate the dangers of drawing 
generalizations from results of a limited number of parameters.
Nitrification The selective nature of the herbicide was further 
exemplified during studies on nitrification. In soil treated with 
barban or Carbyne, the process of nitrification was completely 
inhibited during a 130-day period of incubation, NH^^ accumulating 
rapidly in the soil. The temporary inhibition of nitrification 
observed in solvent-treated soil occurred at a time when the 
microbial population was increasing guid metabolic activity was 
high, and may have been simply due to the nitrogen being utilized
89.
in protein synthesis for new cells.
An overall long-term picture of effects exerted by treatment 
of soil with barban, Carbyne and solvent has been established. The 
main points to emerge beings-
(a) A marked selective action by all treatments, but particularly 
by treatments involving application of the active ingredient barban.
(b) An interference with the respiratory process of the microbial 
population following treatment with Carbyne and, during early 
stages, barban.
(c) A complete inhibition of the process of nitrification by 
the active ingredient, either alone or in combination with solvent 
as Carbyne.
(d) The longevity of the effects observed. This was interesting 
in view of the report that no danger existed of Carbyne accumulating 
in soil, even when applied at concentrations of 50 ppm (Dubrovin, 
1962). The same author also observed that 90% of Carbyne 
disappeared within 2 weeks in soil when applied at concentrations
up to 5 ppm. These points were investigated in greater depth.
Selective action of treatments The Repli dish technique 
provided direct evidence of the selective action of the compounds. 
Large reductions occurred in the numbers of bacteria, isolated 
from control soil at all stages of incubation, which were 
capable of growth on nutrient agar plus Carbyne or solvent. Thus, 
only 15-20% of bacteria isolated from control soil after 5 days 
incubation were capable of growth on nutrient agar supplemented with 
Carbyne or solvent, compared with 70 - 80% of the isolates from 
Carbyne-treated soil. Treatment with Carbyne therefore appeared
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to select a small fraction of the total bacterial population in 
soil which by utilizing the herbicide as substrate were then 
able to increase to 15-fold the population of control soil. It 
is interesting to note the considerable selective action on 
bacteria exerted by the solvent components, which was only 
slightly less than that by Carbyne.
Growth properties of fungi isolated from control and barban- 
treated soil at intervals during incubation confirmed the 
selective action of the treatments. Mamy isolates from control 
and barban-treated soil were unable to grow on Czapek Dox agar 
in the presence of solvent or Carbyne, particularly the latter.
The majority of isolates from solvent-treated soil retained the 
ability to grow in defined medium in the presence of solvent, 
even when isolated from soil at a stage when the majority of 
the solvent had presumably disappeared. However, many of the 
isolates lacked the ability to grow in the presence of Carbyne.
The latter observation demonstrated not only the selective 
action attributable to the solvent components but also the enhanced 
toxic effect when barban and solvent were present together as 
Carbyne. Fungi isolated from Carbyne-treated soil during early 
stages of incubation (5 days) were most susceptible to Carbyne 
and solvent when grown in a defined medium. This may be a 
reflection of the anti-fungal effect exerted by Carbyne in soil, 
impairing the ability of the surviving organisms to grow in 
adverse conditions, i.e. high concentrations of solvent or Carbyne. 
With increasing time of incubation however, isolates from 
Carbyne-treated soil showed the greater tolerance to the presence 
of Carbyne in defined medium.
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The results of physiological tests carried out on bacteria 
selected randomly from counts of microbial populations in treated 
soil were used as a basis for classifying the organisms into 
physiological groups, and enabled a comparison to be made with 
populations present in control soil. The results demonstrated 
that the treatments caused a shift of balance of population which 
in some cases failed to return to the control state for a 
considerable period. Treatment of soil with either solvent 
or Carbyne increased the proportion of organisms capable of 
reducing nitrate and hydrolysing urea for the greater part of the 
experiment, and both barban and Carbyne treatment increased the 
proportion of phosphatase-producing organisms at least during 
early stages. Carbyne and barban treatments severely inhibited 
the production of p-amylase from day 54, only o L  -amylase being 
produced by the majority of isolates during starch-hydrolysing 
experiments.
Results of physiological tests performed on bacteria 
isolated from soil after 54 days incubation are particularly 
significant in that, according to respiratory activity, treated 
and control soil at this stage appear to be very similar. However, 
the composition of populations in the various soils was quite 
different in terms of their physiological activities.
Interference with respiratory processes of soil micro-organisms 
An interference with the respiratory processes of soil micro­
organisms was first indicated in the Og-uptake and COg-evolution 
experiments. Barban treatment resulted in an early stimulation 
of respiration in soil which could not be attributed to a
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simultaneous rise in microbial numbers, suggesting direct 
stimulation of respiratory activity had occurred. Conversely, 
during later stages of incubation in Carbyne-treated soil, there 
was a higher bacterial population present but a 30% reduction 
in respiration. A similar, but less conspicuous eJBtect was evident 
during the final stages of incubation of barban-treated soil where 
Og-uptake was depressed while bacterial numbers were significantly 
higher than in untreated soil.
Utilization of glucose was also severely impaired in soil 
incubated for 135 days following treatment with barban and Carbyne 
although bacterial populations in the soil at this stage were much 
higher than in untreated soil. The interference with metabolic 
activity was therefore more apparent in the presence of a readily 
utilizable carbon substrate. Utilization of a fresh source of 
Carbyne was also inhibited in soil treated 135 days previously 
with barban or Carbyne, especially the latter. In comparison, the 
addition of Carbyne to untreated soil increased Og-uptake almost 
3-fold. Hence, although treatment of soil with Carbyne had been 
shown to select organisms capable of tolerating and even metabolizing 
the constituents of its formulation, long-term treatment resulted 
in a loss of the property.
The study also illustrates the length of inhibition of 
glucose metabolism by barban and Carbyne. Barban caused the most 
severe inhibition in soil during the first 100 days following 
treatment, but at later stages of incubation Carbyne treatment 
resulted in the greater inhibition. Glucose metabolism was 
still extensively inhibited after 180 days incubation in 
Carbyne-treated soil. The causative agent of the inhibitory
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effect vas confirmed as the active ingredient bafban, since at 
no stage during incubation did solvent treatment significantly 
depress glucose metabolism in soil. Although bacterial 
populations present in all treated soil samples were consistently 
larger than those in control soil (only significantly so after 
54 days incubation in barban-treated soil) and therefore the 
potential for metabolic activity was far greater, glucose 
utilization was continuously hindered in soil treated with barban 
and Carbyne.
Meade (1958) found that the carbamate herbicide CIPC 
increased the percentage of reducing sugars, invert sugars and 
total sugars in treated corn and soybean plants and concluded 
that carbohydrate metabolism was blocked in the plamts. The 
inhibition of sugar metabolism by barban and Carbyne was not 
confined simply to glucose since utilization of several of the 
more common monosaccharides found in soil (i.e. galactose, 
mannose, arabinose and xylose) and the disaccharide cellobiose 
was inhibited also. Of the sugars tested, the contrasting 
stimulation of metabolism of amylose in treated soil was not 
entirely unexpected but agreed with results obtained in previous 
starch-utilization experiments, where barban and Carbyne treatment 
increased the proportion of micro-organisms capable of producing 
oC-amylase. Yung & Mann (1967) demonstrated that barban 
exerted severe inhibition on the gibberellin-dependent -amylase 
synthesis in embryo half-seeds of barley which may appear to 
contradict the results above. However, Yung (1968) went on to 
postulate that the barban inhibition was at the gibberellin
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activation stage and not the later stages of oc -amylase 
production.
The stimulation of phosphatase levels observed in barban 
and Carbyne-treated soil may contribute towards blocking carbo­
hydrate metabolism by de-phosphorylating the sugars and hence 
inhibiting the primary step in their incorporation into the 
metabolic cycles. Although phosphatase stimulation did not 
coincide with the first appearance of inhibition of glucose 
metabolism, it is interesting to note that both effects appeared 
first in barban-treated soil and then later in Carbyne-treated 
soil. It is feasible that the increased phosphatase activity might 
contribute to the inhibition of glucose metabolism in soil, at 
least during later stages of incubation. Tomizawa & Koike (1954) 
demonstrated a similar phenomenon in rice seedlings where treatment 
with IPC increased the phosphatase activity resulting in increased 
phosphate and simple sugar levels.
Barban was suggested as an uncoupler of oxidative-phosphorylation 
in wild oats (Ladonin, 1966) and it is proposed here that at 200 ppm 
it may operate in this capacity in producing an energy-deficient 
system in soil. That is, energy produced from oxidation of 
substrates would be lost when not coupled to the process of energy 
storage as ATP. Stimulation of phosphatase enzymes would increase 
this effect by causing direct de-phosphorylation of ATP to ADP and 
AMP, resulting in a high wastage of energy and leading to the 
ultimate formation of a soil whose microbial population was 
deficient in available stored energy. High levels of AMP in a 
system increases respiration and this would account for the 
initial increased respiration in barban-treated soil which was 
not accompanied by a simultemeous rise in microbial numbers.
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Respiration of micro-organisms in Carbyne-treated soil may have 
been similarly stimulated, but this was masked by the increased 
respiration from the population expansion accompanying solvent 
utilization*. An energy-deficient system would also account for 
the anomaly during later stages of incubation in both Carbyne 
and barban-treated soil. At this stage the treated soil samples 
supported substantially higher bacterial populations than control 
soil but had a lower metabolic activity, as revealed by COg- 
evolution and Og-uptake (only the latter in the case of barban 
treatment). The inference is that the population, although 
larger, was deficient in available energy to cope with substrate 
oxidation. The effect would be magnified by the addition of a 
readily utilizeable substrate such as glucose, the energy-deficient 
soil not being able to metabolise at a rate comparable to control 
soil. This was the case in Carbyne and barban-treated soil.
The inhibition became progressively stronger as the soil presumably 
became more deficient in energy. The proposed hypothesis regarding 
energy depletion in herbicide-treated soil requires confirmation.
It is suggested that pure cultures of micro-organisms isolated 
from soil would provide the most suitable test system. In such 
a system, an analysis of the nucleotide composition of the 
microbial cells following treatment with the herbicide would 
provide information on any changes occurring in the ratio of 
nucleotide triphosphates to di- and monophosphates. Estimations 
of phosphatase activity could be directed towards specific 
enzymes including ATP-ase and glucose-phosphatases. An alternative 
approach would be an attempt to validate, in situ, the hypothesis
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that barban acts as an uncoupler of oxidative phospterylation in 
soil. Assuming that energy lost in the uncoupling procedure 
would be dissipated in the form of heat, it may be possible to 
detect temperature changes in soil following treatment, using 
carefully controlled conditions of incubation.
The hypothesis outlined above is supported by analogy 
with reports in the literature relating to the action of barban 
in higher plants. Application of Carbyne to wild oat seedlings 
caused a stimulation of respiration which was followed by a marked 
depression (Ladonin, 1967). Simultaneous analysis of nucleotides 
revealed an accelerated conversion of nucleotide triphosphates 
to di- and especially monophosphates, in particular to ADP, AMP,
CDP and CMP. Ladonin concluded that Carbyne stimulated ATP-ase 
activity of tissues as did Ca** and dinitrophenol. Similarly)
in studies on mitochondria from etiolated wild oat seedlings, 
the partial uncoupling of oxidative-phosphorylation caused by 
Carbyne treatment resulted in a wastage of energy, being used 
neither in photosynthesis nor stored in high energy bonds (Ladonin, 
1966). ATP consumption was again increased sharply. Chesalin & 
Timofeeva (l965) observed that in wild oats, photosynthesis 
declined after treatment with Carbyne until the death of the plant 
and was accompanied by a high wastage of energy. Respiration in 
the treated plants was initially twice that of control plants 
but later declined until it was very much less. Ladonin (1970) 
concluded by suggesting that the resistance of certain crops 
(e.g. wheat) to Carbyne was due to the ability of the plants to 
retain ATP after treatment, and thus be capable of energetic
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detoxification of the herbicide during the temporary depression 
of growth that usually occurred. Carbyne-treated wild oats would 
not have the available energy due to the increased consumption 
of ATP. Thus, there is a striking similarity in effects produced 
by the herbicide on both plants and soil micro-organisms which 
might be attributed to a change in energy status within these 
complexes.
Inhibition of nitrification Nitrification in soil was inhibited 
by 200 ppm barban amd Carbyne for a period of at least 18 weeks, 
the inhibition acting primarily on the oxidation of NH^^ to NOg” 
by Nitrosomonas since accumulated rapidly in the soil.
Barban was established as the toxic agent since solvent had little 
effect during the period examined. The duration of the inhibition 
of nitrification by barban suggests two possibilities;-
(a) The toxicity of the compound remained unimpaired during 
the experiment.
(b) The compound produced an early total kill of all nitrifying 
organisms present in the soil. Under the artificial conditions 
of incubation of soil enclosed in polythene bags, there could be 
no re-colonization of the soil by fresh nitrifying organisms 
should the toxic action of the herbicide subsequently disappear, and 
inhibition would therefore appear to prevail. Under field 
conditions this would not be the case as areas of untreated soil 
would always be present which would act as a reservoir of fresh 
nitrifying organisms once the treated area became habitable again.
To test the latter hypothesis in the case of barbaip, fresh 
soil was introduced at regular intervals into treated soil to see 
if a stage of incubation was reached when the toxicity disappeared.
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Even under the favourable conditions of NH^"^-enrichment, no 
re-establishment of nitrification could be induced by re-inoculation 
in either barban or Carbyne-treated soil at any stage during the 
16-week period examined. The persistent nature of the toxicity 
of barban to nitrifiers was therefore established irrespective 
of whether any modification of the molecule occurred. Further 
proof of the high toxicity of the active ingredient towards the 
nitrifying population was manifest by the failure to detect the 
presence of Nitrosomonas or Nitrobacter in barban and Carbyne- 
treated soil during a 26-week incubation period. Both genera 
were detectable throughout in untreated soil at dilutions as 
low as 10 for Nitrosomonas and 10 for Nitrobacter, and they 
also became re-estabhshed in solvent-treated soil following an 
early absence. Hence, growth of nitrifiers from barban and Carbyne- 
treated soil could not be encouraged even when removed from the 
toxic agent to a defined medium. As no accumulation of NO^ was 
detected in barban and Carbyne-treated soil and since Nitrobacter 
as well as Nitrosomonas were absent, it appears that both stages 
of the oxidation of NH^^ through NOg" to NO^ may have been inhibited, 
Concentrations of 50 ppm barban as Carbyne totally inhibited 
nitrification in mineral soil and reduced the process extensively 
in organic soil. Even so, this is still far in excess of a field 
application. In practical terms, in view of the metabolic 
importance of ammonium ions in the plant it is debatable whether 
the inhibition of nitrification is in fact undesirable. Prejudice 
against nitrogen in the form of NH^^ persisted for a long time but 
currently the stigma of ammonium nutrition has largely disappeared
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(Black, 1968), Burris (1959) emphasized that the is usually
absorbed by plants more rapidly than NO^ and unlike which
is both adsorbed and fixed by soil, NOg" is lost by leaching 
and dénitrification (Broadbent & Clark, 1965; Allison, 1966).
Compounds have in fact been evaluated for the purpose of 
controlling nitrification (Goring, 1962a; Goring 1962b), and 
these could prove invaluable in areas where leaching of NOg~ 
from soil presents a real hazard to fertility. Several investigators 
(Brengtsson, 1968; Nowakowski, 1968) have demonstrated that inhibition 
of nitrification decreased the concentration of NOg” in the plant 
and thus reduced the possibility of toxicity of forage to live­
stock and toxicity of edible crops to humans. However, ammonia 
toxicity does occur in plants, and accumulation of NĤ "** following 
inhibition of nitrifying organisms is believed to be a common 
cause of plant mortality which sometimes follows application of 
a fumigant or fungicide to soil (Martin, 1966).
Results from investigations of the effect of Carbyne 
on nitrification using both the perfusion apparatus and the static 
incubation method agreed closely, and the possibility of the 
perfusion method exaggerating toxic effects by providing more 
intimate contact between the herbicide and soil particles seems 
unfounded. In fact, the results indicate that the greater 
inhibition occurred in the static system. In considering a choice 
of method for this type of investigation it should be taken into 
account that the static incubation method is considerably cheaper 
and simpler to operate. Perfusion apparatus is essential in 
investigations using a NOg substrate to study the final stage
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of nitrification, i.e. NOg oxidation by Nitrobacter, since NOg" 
is toxic in soil except at low concentrations. The perfusion 
apparatus, although able to deliver large amounts of NOg" to 
soil during several days of incubation, does so in relatively 
small doses which are rapidly oxidised to NOg" thus avoiding an 
accumulation to a toxic level.
Longevity of effects caused by treatments All effects of 
Carbyne and barban treatment on soil microflora discussed so far 
have been consistently long lasting. If barban disappears 
quickly in soil (Dubrovin, 1962) then the presence of a persistent 
herbicide metabolite capable of causing such effects in soil 
would be expected. In the case of barban, the most likely 
metabolite is ̂ -chloroaniline or a complexed form of this 
compound (Kaufman, 1967). Barban is converted to ̂ -chloroaniline 
by Arthrobacter and Achromabacter spp. (Clark & Vright, 1970b) 
and by a Pénicillium sp. isolated in this present work from 
Carbyne-treated soil (Vright & Forey, 1972). ^-chloroaniline 
and its metabolites have also been found in the renal excretions 
of rats following oral administration of barban (Grunew, Bohme 
& Budezies, 1970) so demonstrating the universality of this 
stage in the degradation of barban.
As barban loses its herbicidal effectiveness when mixed 
with soil (Dubrovin, 1962), there is no reliable bio-assay for 
residues in the soil. Had a plant susceptible to barban in 
the soil been available, this would have provided a system for 
monitoring the 'active life' of the herbicide, assuming the 
formation of 3-chloroaniline is a point of sufficient detoxification
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of aniline-based herbicides (Clark & Vright, 1970b), However, 
barban has been reported to have a half-life in soil of 6 weeks 
at 20 and 100 ppm, but only 3 weeks at 2 ppm (Gulf Oil Company, 
pers.comm,). At 2 ppm, all of the barban was bound to the soil 
within 6 weeks and none was extractable. The chemical assay 
of barban (Hopkins, 1964), based on chloroaniline determination, 
is complex and was not carried out in this study, so no figure 
for the breakdown rate of barban in soil was obtained. Instead, 
soil was merely analysed for the presence of a chloroaniline 
metabolite. On examining soil treated with barban, Carbyne or 
solvent, ^-chloroaniline was detectable in barban and Carbyne- 
treated soil over a 200 day period following treatment. However, 
the concentration detectable was always only in the range of
2-3 ppm whereas theoretically (assuming a 100% conversion of 
barban to ̂ -chloroaniline) there could have been a release of 
up to approximately 100 ppm ̂ -chloroaniline from the metabolism 
of the parent molecule applied at a concentration of 200 ppm.
It is interesting to note that just as inhibition of glucose 
metabolism and stimulation of phosphatase activity occurred at 
an earlier stage of incubation in soil treated with barban as 
compared to Carbyne, so too was ^-chloroaniline detected 
earlier in barban-treated soil. Recovery of chloroaniline from 
soil sprayed directly with ̂ -chloroaniline was only in the 
region of 45%, but this is in agreement with low rates of 
recovery obtained by Chisaka & Kearney (1970) and Bartha (l97l). 
In barban and Carbyne-treated soil, the low ̂ -chloroaniline 
recovery rate could have been due to either (a) its binding to 
the organic fraction in the soil (approx. 7% organic matter).
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the detection and recovery of which would have involved 
drastic solubilization of the organic matter, or (b) the fact 
that it had undergone transformation to an azobenzene, 
undetectable by the method used.
Azobenzenes, formed in soil from condensation of chloro- 
anilines (Bartha & Pramer, 1967), have been shown to persist 
undecomposed for long periods (Chisaka & Kearney, 1970), and 
3,3*-dichloroazobenzene, if formed from condensation of 3-chloro­
aniline, could possibly be responsible for the persistent effects 
observed in soil treated with barban. Peroxidases have been 
implicated in the condensation of chloroanilines to azobenzenes 
(Daniels & Saunders, 1953; Bartha, Linke & Pramer, 1968; Bartha & 
Bordeleau, 1969) and it is pertinent to note that treatment of wild 
oats with Carbyne increased peroxidase activity in the plants 
(chesalin & Timofeeva, 1965). Though nitrification in soil was 
inhibited by ̂ -chloroaniline, the inhibition was of short 
duration compared to that produced by the parent molecule. In 
addition, it was only at concentrations of 50 ppm ̂ -chloroaniline 
that nitrification was substantially inhibited, and as such 
concentrations are not normally reached in soil treated with 
the herbicide, it seems reasonable to ascribe the permanent 
inhibition of nitrification to barban as such. However, as 
phosphatase activity was increased in ̂ -chloroaniline-treated 
soil, it could be assumed that ^-chloroaniline, or a product 
formed via ̂ -chloroaniline, might at least contribute towards 
the inhibition of respiration and glucose metabolism observed 
previously in barban and Carbyne-treated soil. Respiration was
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inhibited slightly in 3i-chloroaniline-treated soil after 28 days 
but during the whole incubation period there was no inhibition 
of metabolism of glucose, in fact ̂ -chloroaniline treatment 
produced a slight stimulation in most cases.
Thus, although the presumed metabolite of barban, ^-chloro- 
aniline, had been identified in herbicide-treated soil, and had 
further been demonstrated capable of influencing processes 
attributable to the parent compound (nitrification inhibition 
and phosphatase stimulation), the metabolite alone did not cause 
the effects to persist nor did it inhibit glucose metabolism. 
Similarly, formation of the persistent 3,3*-dichloroazobenzene 
is unlikely to account for the effects produced by barban 
treatment, since the azobenzene could presumably be formed also 
in soil treated directly with ̂ -chloroaniline. The presence of 
the parent molecule barban therefore appeared essential for the 
full expression of the effects. A difference in the strength of 
adsorption onto soil particles of barban as compared with ̂ -chloro- 
aniline could account for this by influencing the extent to which 
the compounds were free to exert effects on the soil microflora. 
Alternatively, in soil receiving barban, ^-chloroaniline or a 
condensation product such as an azobenzene compound may be 
complexing with the original or slightly modified barban molecule 
to form a new compound which is resistant to degradation and 
could be responsible for the observed results. This type of 
•back-complexing* has also been suggested by Kearney (pers.comm.).
It would be interesting to investigate the effect of barban in 
an unmetabolized form in soil. In this context, PCMC (p-chlorophenyl-
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N-methylcarbamate), a competitive inhibitor of phenylcarbamate 
hydrolysing enzymes (Kaufman & Kearney, 1966; Kaufman, Kearney, 
Von Endt & Miller, 1970) may provide a means of increasing the 
persistence of barban, particularly as PCMC was shown to inhibit 
barban hydrolysis by Pénicillium sp. (Wright & Forey, 1972).
It may prove necessary, depending on the extent of loss in 
potency of PCMC in soil, to restrict experimentation to pure 
culture studies in a defined medium. When considering a possible 
explanation for effects exerted by chloroaniline-based herbicides, 
it should be noted that several metabolites and condensation 
products have been identified in treated soil and a large range 
of possible combinations have been theorised, all of which have 
received little attention regarding their biological activity 
on the soil microflora.
The solvent components of Carbyne added during formulation 
are an integral part of the compound in so ipuch as they 
contribute towards the herbicidal effectiveness of the active 
ingredient by aiding contact with and entry into the plant. 
However, although such components as solvents, wetting agents 
and stabilisers are relatively non-phytotoxic, they eventually 
reach the soil and care must be taken to establish that these 
compounds do not harm soil processes (Fletcher, 1961). In the 
case of Carbyne, the solvent components did not appear to 
contribute towards the major physiological effects on soil 
micro-organisms attributed to the active ingredient barban. 
However, the transient inhibition of nitrification caused by 
solvent treatment was sufficiently misleading for earlier work
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to falsely ascribe the inhibition of nitrification by Carbyne 
to be ’due mainly to the solvent component* (Quilt, 1968),
The increased respiration and bacterial numbers produced in 
soil supplemented with the solvent components was expected in 
view of the considerable amount of utilizable carbon added, 
but this masked a marked selective action by solvent on both 
bacterial and fungal populations. Solvent treatment in fact 
reduced the number of fungi recovered from soil. The selective 
action of solvent on bacteria followed by the increase in numbers 
in response to the utilizable carbon meant that a substantially 
different population was present in solvent and Carbyne-treated 
soil compared to that in soil treated with barban. However, 
the effects attributable to the barban component also appeared 
in Carbyne-treated soil although, in the case of inhibition of 
glucose-utilization and phosphatase stimulation, at a later 
stage of incubation than in soil treated with barban alone. This 
lag may reflect a ’dilution* of the effect of barban in the presence 
of vastly increased microbial numbers responding to solvent 
application. An interesting aspect is that a large proportion 
of bacteria and fungi isolated from soil treated with solvent 
retained the ability to grow in defined medium containing high 
concentrations of fresh solvent, even when isolated from soil 
at late stages of incubation and thus reputedly free of solvent.
As solvent is selective, the population in the soil must therefore 
have been still ’adapted’ to utilize or at least tolerate 
solvent. It may be that only a single component of the solvent 
exerted the selective action on bacteria and fungi and was 
recalcitrant. Thus, if present in small concentrations it 
would not necessarily interfere significantly with the respiration 
of the soil micro-organisms once the additional utilizable
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carbon compounds had been metabolized. One such possible 
component is fluorine. The results therefore demonstrate the 
need to screen all components of commercial formulations of 
herbicides for their effect on ’non-target* organisms.
From the results, it is difficult to directly assess 
whether much breakdown of barbeui occurred. The increased 
bacterial numbers and detection of ̂ -chloroaniline in barban- 
treated soil together with the observation that most of the 
effects caused by barban (with the exception of inhibition of 
nitrification) eventually declined after long periods of 
incubation, would point to substantial barban-metabolism.
Conversely, as the inhibition of fungi by barban could account 
for the increase in bacterial numbers, the very low recovery 
of ̂ -chloroaniline obtained could indicate that little breakdown 
of barban occurred. However, as ̂ -chloroaniline had been 
shown to be metabolized in soil, albeit following a lag of 
several days (Kaufman & Kearney, 1965), and further, ^-chloroaniline 
derived from barban was metabolized readily by dense Pénicillium 
mycelium (vright & Forey, 1972), it can be assumed that the low 
amounts of ̂ -chloroaniline formed in the present study were 
being continuously removed. Hence, the constant level of
3-chloroaniline detected in herbicide-treated soil must have 
been replenished by continuous release from the breakdown of 
barban over a long period of incubation. This in turn would 
indicate a slow metabolism of barban, supporting the concept 
(Clark Sc Wright, 1970a) of the gradual dissolving and diffusion 
of limited eunounts of insoluble herbicide to areas of microbial 
growth, the process being initiated by the utilization of the 
small concentration of herbicide already dissolved.
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Having established that treatment of soil with high 
concentrations of Carbyne and barban affects the physiological 
activities of soil micro-orgarnisms, further work is obviously 
necessary with microbes isolated from soil to substantiate 
this. Equally, as 200 ppm barban disrupts certain microbial 
processes in soil, then more attention should be given to 
the influence of lower concentrations to determine how realistic 
the inhibitory effects might be when considered in the context 
of the 'field situation*. It would appear from results of 
this study that although concentrations of Carbyne normally 
used in field practice are unlikely to interfere with soil 
microbial processes, it is necessary to be aware of effects 
which the chemical is capable of exerting and to guard against 









4-(2,4-r>B) 4-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy) butyric acid
2,4-DES sodium 2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy) ethyl sulphate
di-allate S-2,3-dichloroallyl M  - diisopropyl- 
(thiocarbamate)
dinoseb-amine 2,4-dinitro-6-S-butylphenol (formulated 
as an amine salt)
MCPA 4-chloro-2-methylphenoxyacetic acid
MCPB 4-(4-chloro-2-methylphenoxy) butyric acid
monuron N-(4-chlorophenyl)-N N - dimethyl urea
paraquat 1,1*-dimethyl-4,4*-bipyridylium dichloride
phenmedipham 3-methoxycarbonylaminophenyl N-(3 *-methylphenyl) 
carbamate









NADHg nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (reduced form)
RNA ribonucleic acid
TCA-cycle tricarboxylic acid cycle
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